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Once again it is time to send out

E D I T 0 R'S NOTES
No "President's Message" having

greetings to all our members and also

been received from the B.C.Associa-

to say what a fine year it has been

tion, for this issue you find the Ed-

for our Association.
During the past year we made presentations of our regimental crest in

itor's Notes occupying the space.
Several articles have been printed
in a "two column spread". This has
been done to see what the reaction of
the reader might be. It should be a
bit easier to follow for those whose

the form of a plaque to the Grande
Prairie Legion as well as to the Vegreville and Vermilion Legions. In
each instance we had a great time and
were treated royally by the executive

"eyes grow dim, I cannot see". Your
comments would be appreciated. Is
there anything you would like to see
that has so far not been printed?
Please let us know.
In an attempt to keep the Fortyniner from being too large, for this

and members of those Legions.
I must thank the serving battalion
for their cooperation in supplying
the transport and the drivers as well
as seeing to the proper makeup of the

issue we have omitted printing the
"Name and Address" section which has
reached a total of twelve pages in

plaques.
On August 20 and 21 we had an
"annual" picnic and along with this
on the Sunday, August 21, we carried
out a cenotaph ceremony commemorating

length.
There was a small response to our
request for short stories(memories)

the 40th anniversary of our landing
on the island of Sicily. It was good

and all the stories we received have

to see and visit with so many of our
old comrades. Everyone looked great.

been printed. We thank those who took
the time to respond and we again en-

Following the ceremony at the cenotaph we returned to Camp Harris where
we completed a very pleasant two days

courage anyone with a small story
that can be repeated to jot it down
and mail it in.

of picnicing.
It is my hope that we can continue
holding these yearly picnics. Along
with our anniversary banquet and

Our many thanks to those who have
contributed articles and also photographs . There was not enough room to
print all the pictures that were received. With luck they should appear

dance and general meeting it is one
good way of keeping in touch with
each other, renewing old acquaint-

in the next issue or if not usable
they will be returned.
We think you will enjoy the two
articles that we have included which

ances .
My thanks to all who have. made
this past year such a. success and to

are by "guest authors". We thought
the two stories worth passing on to
you for your reading. Thanks also to
the writers and the magazines for

all members of the Association I wish
the best of everything in the years
ahead.

giving us permission to reprint them.
Frat ernally - --.@-:::,

//j^y^ y^/o-i
'/ Jim Botsford
President

Fraternally
^^&@@
Barney 01 son
Editor

Ownn R. B/u^ne. Lt.-Col.
On December 31^ 1939, The Edmonton Regiment arrived in England to fight a $
war. And waited, and waited, and waited,
g
In Canada, pressure on the federal government mounted with press reports
that "...it constitutes Canada's greatest disgrace that Canadian soldiers are |

|

sitting in England...", and "...Canada is becoming the object of many
|
taunts,..", etc.
|
Finally, in April 1943;; ordered by Churchill, Sir Alan Brooke sent a wire; |
"Personal from C.I.G.S. for Gen Elsenhower: Both political and military
|
grounda make it essential that Canadian forces should be brought into action. |
Therefore 1 Cdn Div and a tank brigade will replace 3 Div(UK) and its tank |
brigade for OPERATION HUSKY@ I very much regret this last minute change."
j
Shortly thereafter the Edmn R was doing amphibious training onto the shores |
of the Scottish Isle of Arran. On the first exercise the landing craft ground- J
ed 250 yards from shore and the men waded ashore. The tall lads got soaked up |
to their chin and the short lads nearly drowned. Having departed our training I
ship, the Gircassaia, the ship's Master sent a message to the unit, "Would the j
Edmn R please return the 75 towels and 4 bread knives which are now missing '
from the ship's stores."
Then the serious part began. Aboard the Durban Castle, The Edmonton Regiment
under command of LCol Jim Jefferson sailed from Gourock, Scotland, on June 28th,
1943. None of the Regiment knew where they were going - until July 1st when
they were told: It's SICILY!
By the time the convoy had.fully assembled in the Mediterranean there were
more than 3,000 ships of all types moving upon Sicily. On the night of July
4/5 German submarines torpedoed two of them, and the next day, another. A total
of 261 Canadians were lost, fortunately none of them from our unit. LCol George
Kitching, GSO-1 Div HQ, lost most of his transport and signals equipment.
Sicily's mountainous terrain places the advantage overwhelmingly with the
defenders. Not far from the coast, a spur from the main ridges has on its
heights the towns of Ragussa, Leonforte, Agira and Regalbutto, towns of little
interest then to The Edmonton Regiment, but which are now indelibly engraved
in our history. For, over SUGAR BEACH, it was to this spur that the Regiment
would be going.
At 0645 hours, July 10, 1943, our Battalion went ashore, unopposed. Four
days later with C Company leading as the advance guard of 2 Con Inf Bde and
approaching Ragussa, Ptes L.Brimacombe, L.Robinson and J.N.Rasmussen were
killed by enemy rifle fire.
The Waiting War was now over.
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by
Rick Johnson

Days

When I was two years old my father went to war with the Canadian Army.
Nobody consulted me about the wisdom

beginnings of my self-conscious life.
They're not entirely visual, more like

of his departure. Being only two feet

form, shadowy yet substantial.
In the first, I am running with my
mother on a gravel road alongside a

tall, with a vocabulary of a few dozen
words, I wasn't privy to decisions
that would affect my life well beyond
the age of innocence*
My father never returned. He was
killed during the sputtering vestiges
of the Italian campaign, two days before the First Corps of the Canadian
Army began transferring to Marseilles,
eventually to join their comrades in
Holland for the final assault on
Germany. He died on my third birthday,
February 22, 1945.
I can't remember how I felt when
told of his death, not knowirg the
meaning of the word. But as I grew in
consciousness, his absence became a
fact of my life - like- being a boy
and not a girl, or living with people
who were my family and not somebody
else's. I came to realize I would
never see him, but it wasn't something I could rationally get my mind
around.
Because everybody else I knew had
a father, I felt set apart, like one
of the strange people hidden in back
rooms or attics. It also meant I didn't have an obvious and recognizable
identity: I didn't belong to Dr, X or
Shift Boss Y. However, I did have a
privileged spiritual link. While my
classmates uttered abstractions during
the daily rote muttering of the Lord's
Prayer, I had a picture in my mind of
"Our Father, who art in Heaven," to
whom I spoke with filial longing.
I have only two distinct memories
relating to my father, fleeting moments, frozen in time, marking the

complex recollections of feeling and

railway trrick. Beyond the track rises
a hump of bare rock sparsely shaded by
frail trees with brilliant leaves. My
arm is stretched up in the grip of my
mother's hand. and as we run I trip and
stumble on loose stones, I feel as if
I am spinning at the end of her arm,
with the wind hissing in my" ears. Then
a large form swings me giddy onto his
shoulders, which feel rough and bristly against my legs. He hands my mother
his kit and carries me.
In the' second, I am standing at a
window almost opaque with frost, trying to see into the. backyard filled
with mounds of snow, A man has just
come to the door with an envelope for
my mother. Now the house is filled with
sobbing.
Thirty three years after the telegram came, I sat on my father's grave
in the Goriano Ridge War Cemetery near
Riccione, a small beach resort on the
Adriatic coast. There he was? Private
Elmer Roland Johnson, D144615, The
Loyal Edmonton Regiment, age 27, Plot
10, row D, grave nine.
My father had been among the Canadian troops defending a 27 mile front,
part of which ran along the Senio River, west of Ravenna. Between August
and November, '1944, the Allied forces
had pushed the Germans, in some of the
most vicious fighting in the Italian
campaign, from the Gothic Line - the
enemy's last significant defensive position before the southern entrance to
Austria and Germany. However, a comb-

This article is reprinted from the November, 1982, issue of QUEST magazine
with the kind permission of the Comae Publishing Company, Toronto, Ontario,
and with the permission of the author Rick Johnson.___________

ina.tior of rugged terrain, bad weather,
lack of reinforcements and supplies,
and tenacious German resistance stopped the Allied advance. With the advent of winter, the war became static,
reminiscent of World War I. Between
December and April both sides were dug
in, making preparations for the spring
offensive. Although neither side was
on the move, each maintained an aggressive defence to sustain morale,
According to the Official History
of the Canadian Army, the enemy's proximity warranted constant battle conditions, "Frequently the German slittrenches were only a few yards from the
Canadian positions. In. such cramped
quarters patrol clashes and fire fights
came often, and in the intervening

25 the last of the Canadians in that I J
area were withdrawn in Operation Gold- |
flake.
|
My father was buried in Miramare, j
between Rimini and Riccione, and later jj
reburied in the Coriana Ridge War Cem- |
etery, when the Commonwealth War
|
Graves Commission gathered the tempo- |
rarily buried soldiers and created the |
official World War II cemeteries.
|
I don't know why it took me 33 years |
to get to my father's grave. As a child,@
my imagination was galvanized by the |
war and my father's part in it. I kept |
a cache of his personal effects sent |
home after his death. Every Remembrance |
Day I paraded with his medals around |
the bedroom. By the time I got to High J
School, I had a larger collection of

I

luU s inventive minds improvised new
weapons of war or devised unorthodox
uses for existing ones.... The Seaforth
produced the 'V-2'- a large catapult

books on the war than the local library, j
However, actually going to Italy to see i

made from the inner tube of a car tire,
capable of throwing a No.36 grenade

was a distant place; during the sixties

fifty yards.... Some experimenters had
filled a motor car with high explosives
and sent it careening down the floodbank into an enemy post." The Germans
did the same.
My father was with D Company of
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment, which was
stationed along the floodbank of the
Senio River, The enemy was on the other side, a distance of perhaps 50 feet,
On the evening of February 21, 1945,
the Regimental History says, ^A barrel
of high explosive wa.s trundled over
the crest of the floodbank and descended on the Loyal Edmonton outpost. Three
men were injured." One was my father.
He received severe blast and concussion
wounds to the head. He was immediately
taken to a British general hospital,
where he died several hours la.ter, never having regained consciousness.
Two days later, the Canadians
fought their last battle in Italy. Two
German companies of the 362nd Division

his grave never seemed to be an issue !
in our family. In the fifties, Italy
I was too busy with life tc think of
the dead; by the seventies I had forgotten my childhood preoccupations.
At 36 it suddenly seemed important
to go, I didn't hear a voice one morning saying, "You will now go to Italy."
But I began feeling a yearning tc know
what the grave looked like; and soon
the yearning became a palpable need.
However, I still didn't think of a trip
to Italy as a pilgrimage. I planned a
holiday to see the wonders of Florence
and Venice, Siena and Perugia, with a
side trip to Coriano Ridge, My priorities hadn't yet fallen into order.
In England I began getting intimations of something more important than
merely a holiday and a sentimental
journey. I called the Commonwealth War
Graves Commission for information about
the best way to reach the cemetery. A
kind and soft-spoken man took my father's
name and- went to look in the files. In a
few minutes he returned and said, "Yes,

attacked the Sea.forth and Loyal Ednon-

Johnson, E.R., Coria.no Ridge Cemetery,
Plot 10, Row D, grave nine. Now, this is

tons, and were repulsed. By February

the route from Riccione.." Immedia.tely,

unsummoned tears poured- from my eyes.

and then Polish troops passing through.

It was as if someone inside me was

The British allowed her family a few f
more rooms, but cut down the trees in I

weeping, using my tear ducts.
I quickly arranged to have the
documents sent to my London address,
hung up, and tried to come to grips
with my spontaneous outburst. It was
obvious that my recent yearning-cumpalpable need was more than the desire
to have my curiosity quenched. I was
having intimations of an inner life
clamoring to be made known. The voice
on the telephone had been a witness,
an objective, external confirmation
that my father had existed. The sudden procf of his existence invoked a
response in me that lay deeper than
the happiness I felt in finally going
to the grave,. I felt elation - a barrier had been crossed - and foreboding.
I was frightened by a buried part of
myself that now chose to come into
consciousness,
Another incident gave further
proof that my trip was meant to satisfy more than curiosity about a grave
in rural Italy. On the train from Paris to Pisa I shared a compartment with

the garden to build a bridge. It was
the Americans who bombed the villa itself. She met her Polish husband, with
whom she was now travelling, during the
Polish occupation of the villa.
Meeting this couple was a "synchronicity" - a Jungian term for coincidenal events having personal psychic value.
The voice on the telephone in London had
been one kind of witness to my past;
this couple was another. With two incidents I gained assurance that the past
was palpable. If my father had been real,
then what I was beginning to discover in
myself was real, had to be recognized
and brought into conscious life,
When I got to Riccione, I decided to
walk the three miles to the cemetery instead of taking the bus from Rimini,
wanting to approach the site gradually.
I didn't want to appear suddenly and
have to scramble to be let off. I also
wanted to get a sense of the countryside, something I would miss peering
through the window of a moving vehicle.

a middle-aged couple who were also
travelling from England to Italy. Hus-

I believed, finally, that I was on a
pi.lgrima.ge; and a pilgrimage requires

band and. wife, they were going to
visit her family's villa and their re-

as a spiritual one.

maining relatives. I was stunned when
I learned the family villa was located
a. few miles from the area where my father w&s killed. In fact, the woman
had lived her teen years through the
war. She had witnessed the kind. of
fighting that had claimed my father.
And the villa in which she grew up had
been a microcosm of the Italian campaign.
She presented a wry account of the
fate of the villa. When the Germans
came, they command.eered her home and
occupied it for two years, relegating
her family to a back room. She said
the officers who lived, in the house
treated her family well, but in the
winter they burned the furniture as
fuel. When the Allies came, they also
used the villa, with first British

effort, a sensory preparation as well
The road first passed through postwar suburban Riccione. Except for the
terracotta roof tiles, it was indistinguishable from Canadian suburbs. However, soon the; landscape became rural,
meandering through gently undulating,
intensively cultivated fields of wheat,
grape vines and olive groves. I gathered brilliantly colored poppies and purple and. white wild flowers to put on thegrave. The morning was hot, with a hazy,
pale sky. After walking for several
dusty hours, I stood on a small ridge
and looked into a shallow valley at the
cemetery.
I remained there, fixing the scene
in my memory and trying to focus my
thoughts and feelings so that later I
could recall that first view exactly
and wholly. However, from my vantage,

the setting appeared incongruous, and
the incongruity intruded between me and
my feelings. I expected a military burial site to have regimented rows of
headstones and. a simple cross monumentthe Cross of Sacrifice, with its superimposed bronze sword. But I wasn't prepared for the lush and decorous orderliness of the grounds - the English
country-garden beauty - absurdly surrounded by acres of Italian farmland
alive with families cultivating their

clarity. Then, one of the young Ital- j
ian gardeners gathered my poppies and. I
wi.ldf lowers, put them into a tin of

jj

water and gently placed them on the J
grave. His spontaneous act of kindness J
brought my attention back. I noticed |
for the first time a flight of bees |
nudgir'g and clinging tc the delicate, |
bobbing flowers beside the headstone. J
Everything clicked into place. "I am |
because of him, and we are here together, finally.'"
@

|

As I felt a great peace pass over J

crops.
I found, plot 10, row D, grave nine.

me, the cemetery as a whole took on

|

When I sat on the manicured lawn over
the grave, I tried to open myself completely to the moment. I didn't want it
to be blurred by sentimentality. But it

greater value. I could be there be- j
cause many others had been concerned
for both the living and the dead. Had

was hard to commune with just a name on
a marble headstone. And my conscious
memories and feelings were too vague to

these cemeteries not acquired, fa.mili.es
would never know 'the ultimate fate of

be brought forward to heighten my immediate responses. I was distracted from
my solitary vigil by the formal beauty;

;

records of the dead not been kept, and

their men and women missing in action.
It would be infinitely sad to see a
faded, teetering cross sticking from

the orderly rows of grave markers, the

a pile of weeds in a ditch; or to be
told that somewhere under a highrise

geometrically patterned plots, the opulence of many-colored flowers planted

building lie the remains of Canadian
troops. I am comforted to know my fa-

along the rows and the cool shade and
shadow of cypresses and weeping willows.

ther is buried in a place that is con-

There was an irony in this orchestrated beauty. How many of these 2,000

stantly cared for.
Back in Canada, the trip to see the
grave seemed not to be an end to years

dead had had access to such splendor
when they were alive? My father had been
a gold. miner in northern Quebec. He had

of curiousity but a new beginning. I
wanted to know more about my father,
to know more about myself. The witness-

gone to the newly opened mines to escape
the vicissitudes of the Depression, Cut
out of the Precambrian Shield, the mining town of Perron, where I was born,
consisted of a headframe and. a huddle of
wooden houses surrounded by limitless
miles of coniferous trees, rock and muskeg. It was tortured by blackflies and
mosquitoes in the summer and frigid in
the winter,. In contrast, this cemetery
gave a glimpse of paradise.
It demanded a theatrical response, I
felt there should be a parting of the
heavens, a lightning bolt and crash of
thunder. I was confused. More than 30
years of anticipation were involved in
this moment, but I couldn't give it

es - the voice on the telephone, the
woman on the train and the young gardener - helped me to feel the substance
of a relationship that needed to be uncovered., For the first time I understood that my father and I had affected
each other's lives before he went away.
Now I know the power of that relationship. It had not disappeared, even
though it had been breached before I
was conscious of it at all. What had
@ started as a trip to satisfy a lifelong
sense of wcnder was shifting into another kind of journey.
However, when I asked my uncles to
tell me what my father was like, they
lapsed into a strange reticence,

Instead of giving me insights into his
character, they told stcries and an-

he wrote:
"I suppose you have wondered why I

ecdotes. Nobody else would say much
more. When I broached the subject, I
got shuffling feet, clearing of
throats, a few cliches: "Ah, he was
the best of the bunch," or, "Yes,
your father and I were good. friends."
It wasn't that people didn't care or
were embarassed. Most did not have

never wrote to you on the boat but it
was just about impossible to write as
it was so darned crowded. It really was

the sensibility or the vocabulary to
express what they wanted to say. They
spent ho'urs trying to tell me they
couldn't tell me what I wanted to

place. I just wish you could be here
with me. We have not had much time to
look around as we came in quite late

know.

terrific, I'll tell you all about it
when I get home."
Earlier, on December 10, he wrote;
"Here I am in London on a 36 hour
pass and it is quite an interesting

yesterday afternoon. But we have been

Fortunately, my mother had saved
all the letters my father had sent,
from the time he joined the army un-

to Piccadilly, Charing Cross and Trafalgar Square. I wish we had more time
to spend here. Would like also to go
to St.Paul's Cathedral but don't know

til his death., She gave them to me.
Although laconic, they are my legacy,
a map of his heart and mind during
the last year of his life. They re-

if I'll get there today. It's hard. to
fi.nd your way around here the first
ti.me and there is a lot of underground
travelling by electric trains. We

cord the human face of war and reflect the banality and boredom of
much of military life outside the
battlefield. They do not say much
about his inner life - his feelings

slept in an air raid shelter last night
and it was pretty good. I'll sure have
a lot to tell you when I return."
No matter where my father was, in
training camp in Canada, in England or

and. imagination: he didn't have a
poet's powers of observation. But
they do reveal his deep concern and
love for his family and friends.

in Italy, he was chiefly concerned
about his wife and. family. I suppose he
kept his letters from becoming too per-

He never mentioned the abstract
words we are supposed to associate
with war: sacrifice, honor, duty. He
did not write of Hitler or of the
defence of democracy. His only ref-

worry. By wondering about his children
and speculating on their growth, he avoided issues that would reveal his

erence tc what he was doing came in
a little postcript to me:
"Hello son, I got your little
letter today and you made me very
happy and lonesome. I hope you are
fakir, g good care of Mummy and
Leeny while Daddy is away. I am
coming home after I have spanked
all the Germans."
He didn't know he wouldn't come
home and therefore left many details
of his experiences unsaid until his
return. I wish he had elaborated on
some of them.
For instance, on December 15,1944,

sonal to save the people at home from

fears and anxieties. He wrote in his
last letter, February 17, 1945:
"How are our little children? I
hope you are all in the best of health.
Just imagine, another five days and
Ricky will be three years old. And
Leeny will be one year old, I wonder
how old they will be when I get home."
Five days later he was dead. The
telegram we received is a cruelly terse
announcement:
"Deeply regret D144615 Private E.R.
Johnson has been officially reported
to have died twenty second February
1945 as a result of blast wound to
head wi.th concussion received in action step you should receive further

details by mail direct from the unit
in the theatre of war stop to prevent possible aid to our enemies do
not divulge date of casualty or name
of unit."
We did receive further information
from the front. In time, letters arrived. from the comma.nd.er of D Company
and the principal matron of the British hospital. Both made the point that
my father had received very serious
head injuries and. had remained unconscious until his death soon after being admitted to hospital. Although
obviously form letters, at least these

rant owner, said. he had served in
|
World War II -with an Elmer Johns on |
who had been killed. He said he was J
my father's best friend and closest |
companion during the last year of his |
life. They met just after their ini- |
tial army medical and were inseparable |
until my father's death.. Louis told me,I
"We lived together; we went through |
basic training at Farnham; we went to J
Nova Scotia and Aldershot(England). we I
were together in Avellino(Italy); and |
they took us right to the front to- I
gether.1'

j

voices had names. They did give a hu-

When I went to see Louis, I was
anxious about whether he would want !;

man veneer to an impersonal process.
For- a few years after reading the

to speak to me. But Louis seemed to
intuit my needs and he responded with

letters, the telegram and other official documents, I assumed that I had

candor. He brought coffee to one of
the booths in the restaurant and we

reached the end of ray journey. I had
travelled to see the grave; I had

talked openly and freely about our
feelings towards my father.
He spoke with affection about their I

pieced together some of the last
months of my fathers life; and I had
discovered a latent element in my
character that had been influenced by
my truncated -relationship with him. I
was saddened because I felt I would
never get to know completely what he
was like', or the ex-act nature of our
relationship. I wanted to get a finer
tone to the feelings within myself
that were beginning to surfa,ce.. But I
couldn't be sure they weren't merely
aberrations in emotional behavior
galvanized by approaching middle age.
However, a few months ago I was
able to extend both my knowing and
my feelings. One November morning I
was called by an uncle, my father's
youngest brother, who told me about
a man living in a Toronto suburb who
had been in the. army with my father.
This man had been discovered by a
friend, of the family who made a habit of stopping for coffee at a particular restaurant on his trips to
and from Sudbury. On these occasions
he usually chatted with one of the
owners. When talk turned to travel and.
friends, Louis Filipovic, the restau-

'

adventures, relating the usual stories
of basic training and. glorious drunken
moments. But he also revealed a profound male closeness with my father something that perhaps is only fostered
during wars, when gratuitous death I
challenges and heightens fear and love. {
Louis spoke of my father as seen throughj
the eyes of friendship, a facet that no-|
body else could offer. "We were always
together, your daddy and me. God, I
felt so bad when the padre told us he
was dead. Your daddy was a good. man.

'

Oh, he was a good man really. He was
always talking about the fa.mily. He
was always talking about home."
Louis also helped, fill in some of
the gaps in my father's letters. About
the boat trip to England: "The boat
was a converted banana boat from the
Caribbean. It had a big, big belly you know, wide, very wide. They just
converted it to carry troops. There
were two or three decks all filled
S
with hammocks. We were all packed in
like sardines. You used to eat once or |
twice a day. There were no tables. You |
got your food and ate it anywhere." |

|

@

-My Father's DaysHe remembered the Senio River dyke. "It was so close. We were on this side
and they were on the other side. And at night the enemy used to prowl and
come over and roll barrels of dynamite containing steel, razor blades and
everything else. During the day you wouldn't dare stick your head out. One
night they rolled down a barrel and that's how your daddy got killed, I don't
think we were there for more than a week. God, he was killed in such a short
time."
Louis also recalls one irony, "Your father kept saying, 'I don't think we
will ever go back home.' Honest to God, many times, I would say to him., 'Come
on, for God's sake, you never know".
And that's what I'm left with. as well. I'll neve-r know my father, nor will
I really understand the inner urgings connected with his memory. I'll always
wonder how different life would have been, or the kind. of person I might have
become as his son, had he returned.. Krowing only the void his absence left, I
can't feel any pride that he fell so that others could live,
I also realize there is nothing to be gained in self-pity. I have bridged
some of the gap between .my current self and. the relatively unchartered first
two years of my life, I believe the impetus to do so came from a germ planted
by my father that began to influence me when I started to feel the need to
see his grave. Since then it has guided me into bhe past and into myself. In
a sense, my father never really died; he has lived through me. I have been the
guardian of his bequest- a love transcending time and. distance.
Should there be anyone of you who has read this article that knew Elmer
Johnson while he was with our unit you are encouraged to write to the
Editor at Box 501, Edmonton. The author of the story. Rick Johnson is
interested in contacting you.
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JAMES HUBERT PARKER_MMC. E. F.
In 1915, when enlistment in the array was for "King and Country",
James Parker enlisted in the 55th Battalion in Calgary, Alberta. "I joined |
up to be in the swim," were Parker's words. On his arrival in England he was
transferred to the 49th in which Battalion he remained. Had he tried to enlist in the first months of the war he would probably have been rejected. In
early 1914 a recruit had to stand five feet and eight inches to be accepted.
Parker was only at the time five feet and seven inches. However, by 1915,
British casualties were enormous and the need for men was desperate. The
height requirement was therefore downgraded to five feet and three inches.
Private Parker was accepted and was given the privilege of serving with our
forces in France.
As everyone is aware the war to end all wars, WW I, was a "footsloggers" war and this was what James Parker's role became. The 49ers, of
which he was a new member, weighted down with packs and entrenching tools,
marched through the rubble of Ypres, past the half ruined Cloth Hall and
through the Lille Gate. They were assembled waiting for reinforcements, the
9th Brigade, but the 9th never arrived,. It had been cut to pieces by an enemy barrage. The rumour went down the line that the 49ers would attack anyway. Ahead of them, at the front, in a corner of Sanctuary Wood, the remnants of the PPCLI were barely holding on. There was a gap in the line which
would have to be closed.
At 0700 hours the whistles ware blown and there was a scramble for
the scaling ladders. Many of the 49ers were shot before they were able to
clear the sandbags, others were cut down as they advanced. Still others
died as they reached the German outposts on the edge of the woods. The Germans were driven back and the 49ers advanced to higher ground. Shortly, however, the 49ers were driven back as far as the reserve trenches. The gap had
been filled, the Pats had been saved. Casualties numbered 359 Officers and
Other Ranks killed, wounded or missing.
Amongst the missing men was one Pte. Jo H. Pa.rker. Even on the day
that this article was written, Parker was not aware of why he came to be posted as missing. It could have been that his name was mixed up with someone
else. He could have missed a roll call after the battle. The fact is that he
is shown as a casualty in our Roll of Honour, page 409, "A City Goes To War".
As well the carved inscription on the Menin Gate in Ypres lists his name as
missing, presumed killed in action.
James Hubert Parker not only survived the battle, he later became a
Sergeant and also won a Military Medal, all without a scratch.
Sergeant Parker spent his last few years in Bow Valley Lodge in
Calgary. He passed away April 17, 1979.
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by
James R. Stone Co!.

"Forty years and on, growing older and older, shorter in wind
but in memory long"
~ Words from an old school song which I sang some sixty years ago-

1943, I had been caught up in British

the detail, interesting as it was to
me, but my ship, AA2 in the convoy,

Movement Control. I had been promoted

the Blue Funnel freighter Orestes,

to the rank of Captain and, nominally

loaded, sailed and unloaded her cargo

had command of the anti-tank platoon.
My training on the deployment and
characteristics of the "six-pou.nder"

over "Sugar" Beach in Sicily on "D"
Day. En route through the Mediterranean she was missed by the torpedoes
which struck and sank the "City of
Venice1', "Van Esselt" and "Davis" , ships
in the same convoy and, as the Orestes
was, in the lead line of the column of

For some unknown reason, early in

was interrupted and. away I was sent
on a R.T.O.(Railway Transport Officer)
course., I detested everything about
R.T.O.s work but, being always competitive, could do nothing else but get
a "distinguished" rating at the end of
the course. From then on I was "caught
up" and took courses on "Ships' Stowage", "Movement of Stores Over Beaches", and God only knows what else.
The upshot of it all was, when the
Regiment was camped at Hamilton, Scotland, en route to a theatre of war, I
was summoned to the War Office in
London. This posting infuria.ted me and
I at once paraded myself to LCol Jeff-

ships. It was quite an adventure and.
we were glad to see the main assault
force, escorted by large battle ships,
etc., heave into view.
The Senior Landing Officer was
determined to ke'ep his beach staff intact and I was just as determined to
rejoin my Regiment at the first opportunity. On D Day plus 1, I supervised
the unloading of an ammunition ship
and left with the last load in a DUWK
(a floating truck). This one did not

erson threatening to take down my

float but acted like a submerging

shoulder flashes and to throw away my
Regimental badges. The Colonel talked
some reason into me and I departed for

submarine. In full equipment, I was

London.
A conference of Canadian officers,
under British chairmanship, was convened and. I was informed that I was an
Assistant Military Landing Officer responsible for handling(cver a yet undisclosed beach) some l6?, vehicles,
guns, etc. My ship was in Liverpool
and my vehicles were in a harbour awaiting loading. As the strictest
priority rating had to be observed,
and the vehicles placed on various
decks in the hold of the ship, I had
a real study job before I was ready
for my responsibility.
I will not bore vou with all

cast into the blue Mediterranean some
fifty yards from the ammunition ship.
Obviously, I made it back but in
the ordeal I ruined a beautiful gold
watch which had previously been given
to me by D Company. Everything else
that I carried was soaked in seawater.
That evening, having fully recovered
from the journey by sea, I snea,ked out
of camp, climbed on a truck which was
heading North and. debussed somewhere
in the vicinity of Leonforte, There I
found the Regiment.
The Adjutant because of my disregard for the proper channels for reinforcements was really enraged. But
I did get a hearty welcome from LGol
Jefferson. I was given my "old job"

back as anti-tank platoon commander,

Followi.r.'g the battle at Agira the I

thus "bumping" Ed Boyd who had commanded the platoon for some months and

Regiment headed cross country. Who will

knew more about "six-pounders" and
their deployment than I ever did.
About that time planning was in

gorge path in the dark of the night.
Laden like pack mules in full marching

progress for the move across country,
north of Agira, into the Salso Valley.
The battle for Agira was in the future
but Jim Jefferson was determined that
he wculd have a cc-uple of A/T guns with
his column when he moved out. Sgt Linteris, who spoke Italian, and I went
into Leonforte to commandeer a couple
of mules. That, in itself, is a forty
page story but we brought two small
mules back to camp. We found in the
stable of a Bersagliere barracks a
beautiful set of carriage harness, all
patent leather and bright studs. The
harness and collars were much too big
for the mules and, with great mutilation, were cut to size. A set of
doubletrees was found and chained to
the gun-trail. The mules were attached
and the "mule skinner" yelled out his
command. The mules refused to pull a

ever forget stumbling down that rocky

order, extra ammunition, etc. we marched in single file for some twelve or
thirteen miles over the roughest country that I have ever traversed and. I
have been in some rough places. We arrived in the Salso Valley in daylight
and flopped down on the welcome valley
floor* A few bursts of enemy machine
gun fire soon dispersed us and we began
the fight that eventually took Hill 736
and Mount Revisotto, Our war in Sicily
was soon over and we moved to the area
of Militello for a period of rest and
training. This was in preparation for
the invasion of Italy.
^
At this time a Canadian Brigadier,
who shall be nameless, decided that it
would be a good idea to have a brothel
in Agira to accommodate hygienically
all those of the Canadian troops who
would be seeking the delights of the
female body. There was great activity

pound. Neither cajoling, blows or cursing could move them a foot, We real-

in Agira, ladies of easy virtue, carrying on their heads the necessary work

ized that they were pack mules and
pulling anything was quite foreign to

benches, etc., congregated in houses
allotted to them for brothel purposes.

them.

A medical officer, who also shall re-

What to do? We located and brought
forward two white oxen. They had only

main nameless, was appointed to the
position of chief inspector and commenced his duties at once. However,
the chaplain service rose up in arms

two speeds, dead-slow and stop. For
me the solution was not long in coming.
Alex Gilchrist was wounded and evacuated so I was posted to command. B Company
I left Ed Boyd with supreme command
over the oxen and they never did move

against such gross immorality. Fear of
@the great publicity which this project
might bring became overwhelming and
the project was therefore dropped.

a. gun far enough to be of any use.
The battle for Agira followed
shortly after that and I viewed with
great sadness the mortal remains of

Unfortunate?
Major Bill Cromb, then commanding
C Company, had his headquarters in an
old mule barn tunnelled into the side

Major Bill Bury and Pat O'Coffey. Majwhen I was the CSM and Pat O'Coffey was
an early army companion after enlisting

of a mountain. Outside in the shade
the temperature was 120 F, the mule
barn was the coolest place around. At
night we congregated there and took

in Edmonton. Pat had come south from
Fort McMurray and had developed into

which Jack Washburn had brought from

a good soldier.

Militello in petrol cans. It seemed to

or Bury had been D Company Commander

the odd sip of so-called "Cognac"

have dissolved, the iron of the petrol
cans and, consequently, was black in

ualty on the Italian mainland. Reg

colour. We drank it like it was good

er, surprised a German rear guard
party which was blowing up a bridge

Scotch whiskey and each evening the
party kept going until Bill Cromb
sang "Jeannie With The Light Brown
Hair" and I did my recitation of "Gun-

O'Donnell, our battalian scout offic-

and unfortunately was himself shot
and killed.
Then who will forget Baranello and

ga Din". Invariably, as I stepped on
to the steep path which led me to my

our first donkey races. I can still

sleeping place under a fig tree, I
fell "at least" 200 feet straight down

master, operating the betting ring.
Our Chaplain, the Rev. Edgar Bailey,

but I would be in such a state of euphoria. that never pain nor bruise affected me. Perhaps it was just as well
that the "powers-that-be" decided it

urging on the donkeys. My company don-

w&s time to invade Italy and. we were

abria without serious mishap.
What followed the landing was the

by Lotoski, winning the Derby.
It was at Baranello that I was
stricken with malaria. Lying on my
sick bed in one of the local farmhouses, feeling like hell, I was visited by John Dougan. He was leading
by the hand. the oldest woman t had

horrendous 'march over the Aspromonte
to Cittanova, Still in "full-pack" we

seen in Italy. "Death has arrived"
pronounced Dougan. Had I had the

climbed and climbed. The German Todt
organization had blown up all the
bridges and destroyed the cliffside

strength I would have arisen and slain
him,
From Baranello north it was one
skirmish after another. The enemy

on our way again.
' Our 1st and. 3rd Brigades had
crossed the Strait of Messina before
us thus we were able to land in Cal-

roads which were carved out of the
side of the mountains. It was therefore necessary for us to slide down
the one side of the rocky gorges and
scramble up the other side. I remember seeing the remains of a huge white
steer that someone had shot, partly
skinned and left hanging. The high
mountain air was keen and cold and we
shivered at night in our cotton khaki
shorts. Eventually we reached Gittanova which must have been a "new
city" about the year 1200 A.D.

see them all; Joe Maxwell, our Pay-

key, "Mud Biscuit" with "Frenchy"
LaMarche, jockey, aboard, winning the
company stakes. "Who Cares", ridden

fought a skilful withdrawal, they inflicted many casualties on our troops
and caused us many delays.
There were, however, some pleasant times. In our stay near Campobasso we were able. to buy Asti Spurnante at 20 cents a bottle and it was
also possible to rustle a beef or two.
A divisional sports meet was held in
the stadium there but I had a bad
time with dysentry and was unable to
attend.

There I had my first haircut
since leaving England. My barber was
an American Italian trapped by the
war in the country of his parents.
When Alon Johnson and I visited this
district some twenty five years
later we found, hin- in the same place.
We left Cittanuova in trucks and

Highland units from the Div. furnished their pipe bands for entertainment and enthusiastic soldiers, by
their applause, demonstrated that the

moved by land and by sea. to the area
of Potenza, It was during this jour-

either Scots or their whiskey should

ney that we suffered our first cas-

countries as to leave in their progeny

roots of Scotland ware planted in
Russia, the Ukraine, Germany, Sweden,
Norway, Denmark, Ireland, France,
England, etc. It is marvellous that
have impregnated women of so many

an appreciation of the squeals and

three times and, following the German-

squeaks of the bagpipes.
The Germans were falling back to

withdrawal from the town, our company
strength had fallen to about 20 effec-

a defence line that they had established, 'based on the Sangro River.

tives. I had been hit lightly five
times by various things thrown in my
direction by the enemy. I was dead

In Hovember, 1943, the leading elements of the British 78th Division,
the Irish Brigade, had closed -with
the enemy- and Montgomery delivered

tired and thoroughly frightened. Certainly the other functioning members of
the rifle companies felt the same. Thus

@what he termed a "colossal crack";
meaning thousands of rounds of ammu-

ended 1943.
The 49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmon-

nition from every gun within reach.
plus attacks; by fighter-bombers
which blew the Sangro defences to

ton Regiment, established a reputation
as a fighting force in the period from
July 12, 1943, to December 27, 1943

bits. We took over from the Irish
and then began a series of localized
attacks which eventually culminated

Italy.

in the battle of Orfcona.
The weather was most unpleasant.
German- rear guard defences were well
organized and stubborn and thus we
had a miserable time. After fighting
on several small river lines we
halted on "Vino Ridge". There we
suffered many casualties and every
time I see Art Yells I am reminded
of him leading his platoon across my
front, hearing a "fire-fight", and
poor old Arthur ended up in a prison-

second to none in the Canadian Army in
Forty years on and my old bosom
still swells with unseemly pride as I
remember the part we played in those
fateful months of 1943.
1 POSTSCRIPT
It is the wish of many of our Association that the year 1983, the 40th
year since our Regiment landed in Sicily, should be a year of reminiscing
and celebration. Many of the 49er gang
are afraid they may not be in "shape"
by the time the 50th anniversary of

er of @war camp in Germany.
Everything was such a shambles at

the landing rolls around. So, as you
will read elsewhere in this issue of

the time, the whole division being

our Fortyniner, both our Associations
will have held special occasions on
which they once again meet together.

deployed on the front and nothing
moving. Suddenly there was a withdrawal by the eneny and the OrsognaOrtona road was in our hands.
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment was
given the task of capturing Ortona
and on December 21, 1943, we moved

You will probably have also read
of recollections from other members
in our magazine. I have therefore not
gone into any great detail on our
journey through Sicily and Italy dur-

from "Cider Crossroads", under a
thunderous barrage, towards Ortona.
We were on the outskirts of Ortona by late afternoon and the next

ing 1943.
I hope that perhaps I have aroused
a little interest by reminiscing about my experiences in 1943 with the

day- the battling in the streets com-

Loyal Eddies.

menced .
Suffice for me to say that 1943

Also two young men have written to
me requesting "glimpses of note" from

finished for us with the Battle for

my memories of the Battle for Ortona.
You may have seen their accounts else-

Ortona. My company started in the
attack from the "Cider Crossroads"
@with a strength of about 120 all
ranks. I was reinforced in Ortona

where or the opportunity will probably
arise shortly.
J.R.S.

@@@@@@

detour to Agira

@@@@@@
by
John A. Dougan Major

My first connection with The Edmonton Regiment came when I joined the
Regiment in the second week of action following the invasion of Sicily on
July 10, 1943. I was as-signed the task of commanding #l6 platoon, D Company,
and Major Bill Bury, a first World War veteran, was in command of the Company.
At the time the battalion was in reserve following a short sharp engagement at
Leonforte, a village some fifteen miles to the southwest of historic Mount
Etna.
The Canadians next. objective was Agira, eight miles to the East of Leonforte, site of an important road junction. Aerial reconnaissance, had revealed
considerable traffic on a road that ran northward from Agira to Nicosia and
on July 2.6th, D Company was ordered to infiltrate enemy positions and establish a read-block on it. This objective was six to eight miles behind enemy
lines and would coincide with preparations for the main assault to be raade on
Agira.
At a Company "0" Group meeting, where Major Bury issued his orders to
platoon leaders, l6 platoon was designated to be the load platoon. Routes,
reference points, times and the general location of the road block were outlined. The essential elements in the success of the plan were stealth anS
surprise, so consequently complete wireless silence was essential.
As dark-ness fell 1.6 platoon struck out from our starting line and proceeded as noiselessly as possible, in single file, with several scouts slightly
in advance. The terrain was rough-broken and hilly, occasional farm buildings
and small vineyards were along the way. Before long we could hear German
soldiers talking, some less than fifty yards distant. Quietly we crept alonpuntil it became obvious that we had successfully penetrated the eneiry front
lines,, Our one problem was that there was no sign of the remainder of our D
Company - which in fact we did not see again until after the fall of Agira.
Fortunately for us, I had an extremely capable and experienced MGO as the
platoon Sergeant, Jim "Wolf" Hammell, who was unfortunately killed, a few days
later in the assault on HL11 736. Much of the success of the succeeding ODeration was due to his wise advice and skill. Following a short council of
war we decided to proceed onward and for the rem.c.inder of the night marched,
slithered and tramped, up hill and down gullies, trying always to follow a
rough compass bearing in the required direction. A few tense moments ensued
while passing through the enemy artillery positions; but in this, as in other
instances, "he enemy obviously thought we were one of their own units.
As dawi broke we could see our objective, a busy road which followed the
general contours of a steep mountain slope about 2 miles distant. Hoping to
establish a. road block before road traffic increased too much, we pressed on
with all possible speed. Scatbered groups of Germans, in summer uniforms much
similar to our own, appeared from time to time. Some of these troops were less
than a quarter mile away from us, but wg ignored them and they likewise ignored us.
After several hours of this "behind the enemy lines" walking we reached
our objective. As I was preparing the different platoon sections for their
positions and also to lay out fields of fire, and the mining of the road, a
number of enemy vehicles suddenly appeared from ths north. A brief fire fight,

followed and at first I didn't realize that the strange snappings in the air
were enemy bullets coming our way (this being really my first time under fire,)
We held the upper hand and the enemy crews abandoned their vehicles and withdrew. However, we had obviously been spotted and it wasn't long thereafter
that I saw a large enemy force approach from the south. I decided at once to
withdraw our platoon to a more healthy location. First, however, we placed
Hawkins mines (grenades) in the loose gravel along the sides of the road.
We proceeded back along our original route about a half a mile and on the
way we managed to take a number of unsuspecting German prisoners. Suddenly a
larger group of the enemy appeared directly ahead of us on an obvious collision course with us. Trusting to the continuance of our good luck I decided
to bluster on, as if we were a "friendly" unit. The ruse worked and we were
able to capture the bunch without firing a shot, a feat which happily included
the release of a Canadian Artillery observation officer and his NCO.
Shortly after we had become settled in our new location a runner from the
battalion appeared with orders that we were to hold the road and that we would
be reinforced by elements of C Company as soon as possible.
Returning to the road we found that we had really scored with our Hawkins
mines. We found a number of enemy vehicles, including a tank conveyor, a second tank as well as several trucks, had been knocked out by our mines and the
vehicles had all been abandoned.
Before we had a chance to dig in, however, a German tank, supported by.
some infantry, appeared at a bend in the road to the south of us. As it- approached us to within less than 50 yards, to us it appeared that our little
escapade was about to come to a bloody conclusion.
Time seemed to stand still at that moment. Our PIAT man calmly and resolutely fired his anti-tank projectile - and missedi With the- tank's gun now
bearing almost directly on us, the PIAT man recocked his weapon and against
all recognized procedures stood up and fired the gun from his shoulder. The
recoil bowled him over but the projectile this time found it's mark - hitting
the tank turret where it joined the main body. With his turret jammed, the
tank commander killed and the supporting infantry disposed of, the tank withdrew and did not proceed much further before it blew up.
This, to me, was one of the most crucial and decisive actions in the entire exercise. ^l6 platoon had looked death in the face and had not flinched.
I cannot at this time recall the name of our PIAT man, but many of us owe our
lives and indeed the success of the operation to his heroic action. Regretably, and for other various reasons, I did not press for the gallantry award
that I now know this man so richly deserved.
That afternoon, to our immense relief. Major Bill Cromb arrived with two
platoons from C Company. With new positions now consolidated, full advantage
was taken of the fact that one of the supply vehicles that we had previously
knocked out was laden with peach jam and apricot brandy. A very welcome
addition to our menu of hardtafck and bullybeefl
The following day, July 28th, after dealing with several rather desultory
counter attacks, our force was ordered to rejoin the battalion now in Agira.
Thus ended my first direct encounter with the enemy. As far as I can recall,
16 platoon, certainly one of the best in the Edmonton Regiment if not in the
Canadian Army, did not suffer a single casualty.

Edmonton Association
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING-January 1983
The annual General Meeting of the 49th Bn The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association was called to order at 1500 hours on Saturday, January 15, 1983, in
the Vimy Room of the Montgomery Branch, Royal Canadian Legion, Edmonton. In
the chair was President Jim Botsford. There were 69 members in attendance.
Two minutes silence in honour of fallen comrades was called for.
Maj Gen G.G.Brown, (ret) and Col Jim Stone (ret) were introduced as visiting
members.
The minutes of the previous annual meeting held in January, 1982, were read
and. adopted on a motion by W.G.Shaw seconded by R. Jardine.
Committee reports then followed:
FINANCIAL - presented by B. Olson, Treasurer, showed that we had been
through a successful year with receipts over the expenses in the black.
MEMBERSHIP - The Edmonton Association had a total membership of 267, this
included, regular members, militia, those members in the Veterans' Home
and any of those who still hold a life membership.
MAGAZINE - a total of 450 magazines had been mailed to members, etc. of
both.the Edmonton and B.C.Associations, delivered to the Veterans' Home
and to the Militia unit.
HOSPITAL/LAST POST - the report was prepared by Jack Birmingham and presented by Ralph Craven. Over the past 12 months we recorded a,total of
43 members of the 49th Bn or The Loyal Edmonton Regiment who had passed
away. Eight members were in residence at Mewburn Veterans' Home.
A vote of thanks was extended to Jack Birmingham, now retiring from this
position, for the excellent work he had done in maintaining the Hospital
and Last Post reports over the past years and for the time spent in his
visitations. Carried UNAMINOUSLY.
ENTERTAINMENT - Roily Gastagner said that the main activity for 1982 had
been the picnic held in Grande Prairie. In spite of the weather the
picnic had been a big success. Mention was made of there perhaps being
a picnic in the Edmonton area in the summer of 1983.
As an "add to", Jim Foote rose and spoke of the excellent food, etc.
supplied by the members wives at the Grande Prairie picnic, A letter of
appreciation from the Association had been forwarded to them.
MUSEUM - LCol C. Marshall, OC young battalion, stated that no final decision has yet been made as to what is going to happen, to the Prince of
Wales Armouries when it is turned over to the city of Edmonton. If things
work out it is possible that some space will be available there fcr our
Museum, and the matter is being pursued. The Col mentioned that members
will at some time be circulated for any assistance that they can give in
locating possible museum material,
Ray Lewis stated that we should be continually pressuring the City so
that they would recognize our need for spaceJim Stone, B, C. Association, was asked to give us a few short comments. He
brought greetings from the members in "lotus land" and invited everyone to
attend their summer picnic to be held in August. He also registered his disappointment with the continued delay in forming a permanent museum and with the
fact that it would appear as though some of our artifacts had "disappeared"
when the PPGLI moved from our area to that of Calgary, He also suggested that
every effort should be made to get the figures "49th" back into our Militia

__________J7_

unit insignia. These had recently been removed with the explanation that there'
"was not enough room" for them. Thanks was also given to the magazine committee
for their continuing good work in getting the Fortyniner out. A vote of thanks
to the committee was well supported by all present.
NEW BUSINESS - Ralph Craven, Secretary, mentioned that this year the guest list
for our annual banquet was the best for some years, many of the invited
guests had acknowledged their intention to be here.
Jim Fcote had been in touch with "Father Mike1' O'Nei-11 but found that he was
now confined to a wheel chair and thus unable to travel. A suggestion was
made that a letter be sent to him expressing our good wishes.
The holding of a summer picnic was then discussed. Suggested dates were1
August 20 and 21 and it would be held at Camp Harris. RSM C. At kin reported
that catering wculd be available from the Base cook staff. The Entertainment
Committee was given the "go ahead" sign for the holding of the picnic and.
all members, B.C. and Edmonton, would be contacted as. to details.
Arrangements would be made by LCol C. Marshall and the Young Battalion for
the presentation of a Regimental plaque set to the Grande Prairie Legion.
This honor is to be bestowed on them for past services rendered to our Association. Members >of our Association would visit Grande Prairie for the
occasion and the President of the Grande Prairie Legion would be contacted.
W. G. "Bill" Shaw raised the question of increasing our annual membership
dues to a more realistic figure. The present amount is not enough to cover
increasing costs of printing our Fortyniner plus the new pasts.ge charges.
MOVED: that the annual membership fee of the 49th The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment Association, Edmonton, be increased to $10,00 per
year, increase to take effect January 1, 1984
SECONDED: Wally McVee

MOTION CARRIED

With no other new business, President Jim Botsford called for the election
of Officers for the coming year,
The Executive for 1983 consists of;
Regimental Rep. - LCol C. Marshall
President - Jim Botsford(2nd year of 2 year term)
Past Pres - W. G- Shaw
Vice Pres - Roger Dupuis(2 year term)
Secretary - Ralph Craven
Treasurer - Barney Olson
Executive - Jim Foote, Harvey Farrell, Stan Jones, Merv Morgan, Roily
Castagner, Marcel Tettamente, B.Ferguson, RSM C. Atkin

There being no further business the President declared the meeting closed at
1650 hours.

Edmonton Association
BANQUET and DANCE
JANUARY 1983
Approximately 150 members of our Association turned up for the Annual Edmonton reunion marking the 68th birthday of the Regiment. The weatherman this
year really cooperated, the best weather we have had for a banquet in many a
year.
The reunion started to warm up following the General Meeting when we were
joined by a number of the lads and lassies from the reserve Militia Unit. It
may not be generally known, but girls may now join militia units, in the new
order of things, and they do. This fact. caused a small ripple since our reunions up until now had been a strictly stag affair. The President, after consulting with his executive and also the Association By-Laws, wisely decided to
make them very welcome- There was no problem.
Aft^r a happy interlude in the lounge of the Montgomery Legion we moved upstairs to the banquet room where the main part c'C the reunion took place. As
always we were met'at the door by Barney Olson and his well organized sta.ff.
They can shake your hand and remove your cash i.n one operation.
The bar was well patronized and it wa.s get & glass of "Oh let's be joyful"
and then circulc-te amongst all the white-haired th'ro'ng placing names against
faces. There were s&'ns uncomplimentary remarks made concerning the prices
charged at the bar, a pr-i ce which was not set by our executive. This arrangement has now been negotiated to our satisfaction for our 1984 banquet and the
"price wi 1.1 be right".
The happy hour preceding the banquet is always when the reminiscing begins
and it conbiniies throughout the evening. It is both ha.ppy and yet a little
sad at times as the yarns always include anecdotes about former buddies no
longer with us. How great it is though to meet again, especially when some of
our comrades show up after many yea,rs of absence,
Our Preside'nt, Jim Botsfcrd, called an end ho this phase of the evening by
calling the banquet guests to the. head table and inviting the remainder of us
to be seated, It was a pleasure and a welcome change to see so many distinguished visitors. At the head table Joe Dunn, President Montgomery Legion;
Roger Dupuis, our Vice President; George G. Brown (Maj Gen ret); Mayor C.
Purvis, City of Edmonton, Bill Shaw, Past President; LCol G. Marshall, 0/G
Militia Unit; Jim Stone (Col ret), B.C.Association; His Honour Lieut Gov F.
Lynch-Staunton, Prov of Alberta, Henry Woo, M.L.A., Province o.f Alberta.

Everyone being seated Pres Jim Botsford called for the marching on of our

|

Regimental colours and our ceremonial Griesbach sword. The colour party was
from the Militia Unit and under the direction of RSM Chris At kin, the sword
bearer on this occasion was "Pop11 Morgan. The ceremony was carried out very
briskly, very smartly, an excellent addition to our evening and now a hi-lite
As in the past couple of years our dinner took the form of a "smorg11 and
it wasn't long before all the troops were fed. Mind you the food was delayed
just a bit so an extra round of vino was duly authorized.
Ill health once again prevented "Father Mike" from making his annual trip
to the reunion from Regina, so grace was offered by Roger Dupuis.
Following the meal the toast to the Regiment was proposed by Col Jim Stone
and at the same time he brought with him greetings from the B. C. Association.
What a job Jim does in the way he handles this assignment. His words really go
to the heart of how we feel about our Regiment and it makes us realize how much
our service together in the unit means to us.
Then came greetings from several of our head table guests and when they
were finished the tables were cleared and it was on with the dance.
Before the dance, could begin, however, wives had to be located and brought
to the gathering. So the remainder of the evening was spent reminiscing and
dancing. As for the dance, surely the top performer continues to be Colin
Wismer"' one time Mirror Mayor and known thereabouts as it's "Fred Astaire". The hi-lites of the evening had to be the colour party, the list of guests
we had at the he-'d table, Jim Stone being able to be with u? representing our
comrades in the B.C .Association and to us representing much -more.
The annual gift to the oldest members in attendance was piped on. This time
around the "jug" went to Charlie Blakely, 96, and Andy Dahl, now 83.
Our furthest away members to be attending were Jim Stone, Victoria, and
Archie Murray, Regina.
It was the first ever fcr Jim S.harkey, an original 1939er and new living
in Edmonton, "Pom.eroy" Wraite, the first since 1947, now residing in B.C. and
Bill Polhill, onetime Sigs, he couldn't rem"mber the last time he attended.
From our Mi-litia Unit we had close to forty members attending, a new high
for them and certainly encouraging in that we can see that our traditions willbe carried on.
Some time past midnite our 1983 reunion came to an end and those of the
"oldies" that were able to be there tottered on home to rest up for another
time.
Amongst the o'jt-of-town members; Mike Antonio, Hythe; Sam Atkinson, Goodfare;
Tom Belford, Grande Prairie; Al Baker, Gibbons; Howard Becker, Calgarys Dave
Boyer, Calgary; George G. Brown, Calgary; R. Corrigan, Clive; Norm Dack, Burnaby, B.C.; "Tiny" English, Two Hills; Herman Erickson, Camrose; Ivan Feldberg,
Evansburg; S. J. Fry, Enderby, B.C.; W. Greene, Tofield; George Ganske, Westbrook, B.C.; Dave Gaulter, Thorsby; Alvin Getschel, Red D"er; John Guay, Perryval-e; Bob Jardine, Ardrossan; Owen Jones, Tofield; Sam Lenko, Sangudo; Ray
Lewis; Trail, B.C.; John Martin, Sher. Park; Merv Morgan, Rochester; J. B.
McDonald, Mayerthorpe; Archie Murray, Regina, Sask.; Frank Petley, Calgary;
Frank Pasula, Camrose; R. Prowd, Grande Prairie; Ray Pulkrabek, St.Paul; Bill
Purves, Hythe; Jim Stone, Victoria, B.C.; Charlie Swan, Lloydmi.nster; Joe
Turions, High Prairie; Colin Wismer, Mirror; J. Wraite, Pe.nticbon, B.C. and
Lee Ahlstrom, Sherwood Park.

______^
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From Edmonton; Marshal Baydala, "Pinky" Beaton, Tom Benson, Jim Botsford,

Charlie Blakely, R. Blakely, Alex Bolinski, Howard Bone, Ed Boyd, A. Brass,
John Budzinski, Gus Campbell, Roily Casfcagner, Stan Chettleborough, Ed Clausen, Leo Coty, Bill Craig, Ralph Craven, Joe Decoine, Andy Dahl, Roger Du.puis,
Luke Dynes, Harvey Farrell, B. Ferguson, J. Fleck, Jim Foote, H, Funk, Fred
Gaschnitz, H. Giesbrecht, Bob Hidson, H. Jackson, Steve Kmiech, G. Geoffrey
Ron LeBas, Steve Lotoski, Bill Moody, M. McKain, Hugh McKay, Wally McVee,
Gordon McVee, D. McAra, J. MacLean, A. Norlander, Barney Olson, Bill Parry,
Joe Poirier, D. Olmsted, H. Powell, W. Preuss, W. Polhill, Dusty Rhodes, Max
Rudyk, S. Rosen,. Bill Shaw, Bill Teleske, Ed Tannous, Doug Turner, Pete Turner, Jim Sharkey, Marcel Tettamente, Keith Wakefield, Jim Wallace, J. Wilson,
R. Wilson, J. Albers
From the Militia, unit: C. At kin, B. Bittman, S. Barkley, J. Bourque, J.
Bowen, J. Calvelage, C. Chodan, D. Colby, D. Flint, E.J.Howard, G. R. Jones,
L. Mundorf, K. Mundorf, Bill Hartt, Tony Stark, D. Millar, G. Mack, D. Marqnardt, Don Matsen, C. Milley, LCol C. Marshall, G. Robitaille, V.Scheurman,
W. Stai.nes, I. Taylor, M. Thibault, M. Wankiewicz, K. Zukewski, B. Richards,
R. Johnston, M. Power, H. Maclsaac, L. Mitchell.
There may have been others. Our apologies if your name was missed.

TO

THE

EDITOR

Last year(l982) I attended the summer picnic which was held in Grande
Prairie and this year I was able to make it to our picnic at Camp Harris.
What wonderful events the both of them were. It was heart warming to see so
many of our comrades that I have not seen for many years., They came from far
and wide. A lot of thanks and congratulations must go to the committees, etc.,
for the time they spent and the hard work they did to make the picnics such
a success.
At the Edmonton picnic there was an excellent opportunity for those of
our members who are handicapped to participate. For the weather, the good
Lord smiled on us. The catering was out of this world, it even surpassed our
banquet chow. Although the weather in Grande Prairie was not up to par, the
quantity and quality of the food more than made up for that.
I would like to express my views on any future gatherings we might be
able to have. Regarding the annual general meeting, banquet and dance that is
held in Edmonton in January each year, that month is usually the coldest one
of the season. As the years go by many of our comrades are getting handicapped,
some are in wheel chairs or need walking aides. Some are winter shut-ins or
take off for the winter to a warmer climate. Those who want to come from outof-town have to contend with a long trip on treacherous roads, liave to "@et
overnight accomodation and then make the long drive home. Everything is all
finished in only a couple of hours.
What I would like to see would be to hold two summer events in our Association district One in the early summer at G-"ard.e Prairie, the other one in
late summer at Camp Harris. Both have good facilities@ If need be we could
hold our annual meeting at Camp Harris in the summer. I think we could get a
large turnout, many members who can't make it in winter would come.
Think it over fellows.
L,, P. "Frenchy" LaMarche

B. C. B R A N C H
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING & BANQUET February 1983
Some fifty plus stalwarts, all members of our great Association, met at the
Astor Motel Hotel, Burnaby, B.C., on February 7th, 1983. The occasion was our
annual gathering to discuss in some detail what had transpired in the previous
twelve months and to further enlarge on some of the stories that were now the
one year older.
Dave Barbour, Al Bryant and "Pip" Muirhead most ably represented the veterans of the first World War. The three of them, each in the neighborhood of
90 years of age, continue to amaze us all with their wonderful capacity for
rich food and strong drink. "Pip", who has had over the past few years a hard
time getting around, has recently mailed me a change of address card which
would suggest to me that he is now receiving excellent care in one of our
better seniors' lodges. Dave and Al still have the support of their wonderful wives and carry on their lives at their old addresses.
Another item of note, this year sees the completion of the term of office
of His Honour, General "Budge" Bell-Irving as Lieutenant Governor of British
Columbia. He is proud of his association with the Loyal Eddies as we have been
in having him one of our former commanding officers. He has performed magnificently as Her Majesty's representative in the province of B'G. and we are
indeed grateful that, in spite of his many onerous duties, he has been able to
find time to be with us at some of our functions. I know that I write for all
members when I express many best wishes for his future and that of Mrs. Nancy
Bell-Irving. May we see him and enjoy his company at many of our future functions .
I am happy to report that Owen Browne continues 'on the mend'. Owen has had
a tough year but has never lost the cheerful demeanour that we have always
associated with him. Keep up the good work, Owen. We need you in our business.
We were amazed when "Pomeroy" Wraite appeared again in our midst. "Pomeroy", a member of the old "I" Section, brought along a rather battered and
old Italian cigar. Safely packed in a cardboard box, he related how I had
given him the cigar at Christmas, 1944. I must say that he hasn't changed all
that much since the days when he, along with other members of the "I" Section,
guided us in our errant ways.
Again on the scene. Nick Sykes; Steve Henke who now lives in Sardis, B.C.,
having moved recently from his far north posting. We recruited a new member
from Thunder Bay, Fred Delyea. From Edmonton we welcomed Bill Shaw, "Pop"
Morgan and Jock Scott. From Regina came Bob Kirkness and his son.
The Astor Hotel catered to our Banquet and it was a most excellent dinner.
Our many thanks go to John Eggleston for having organized the whole affair on
our behalf. His efforts are certainly greatly appreciated.
Following the meal a two minute silence dedicated to those of our comrades
who have passed on,. Bill Shaw then said Grace. Alon Johnson proposed the
toast to Her Majesty, it was drunk with "no heel-taps". After these opening
ceremonies little was heard but the "smacking of chops" and the "slurping of
drinks". Owen Browne then introduced our head table and especially applauded
were our senior veterans, Dave Barbour, Al Bryant and "Pip" Muirhead. Les
Taplin ably proposed the toast to our Regiment, Gordon Mclntosh just as ably
replied to the toast.

Following the formal portion of the meeting various reports covering the
past year were given. Jim Stone, Sec Treas, began his report with the list of
B.C. Association members who had passed away since the last report: Fred Middieton, Roy Hamilton, John Barker, William Barker, Jim Mullen and Ted 'Day.
A partial list of thos who had written of their whereabouts over the past
season, etc. followed: Lieut Gov H.P.Bell-Irving wrote a nice letter mentioning the great enjoyment there was in having an association such as ours; Bill
Lowden wrote from a hospital bed where he was recovering from surgery; Tom
Bentley sent his regards and Al Gantin and Jim Plenty sent greetings from
their homes in California, both were indisposed. Ed Bradish, Don.Jacquest, Roy
Couch, Alvin ^achter, Frank MacDougall, Vern McCoy, Tommy Gibson, Verne
McKea.ge, Jack Harris, (who always denies us bis company), Percy Darlington,
Ralph Paulsen, Ernie Black, Bill Burkholder who was touring in the Antipodes
at the time, Jack Washburn, Bill Dunbar and Carl Walford, all among the many
who wrote in and at the same time donated to our cause. Also to Kathleen
Guthrie, Ellsn Jones and Dorothy Rowlafct. These ladies take a great interest
in our doings. Kathy and Ellen did much to help John Barker both before and
after his death at the age o.f 100 years.
The Sec Treasurer mentioned how much easier his duties were in consequence
of the prompt return of the "intention of attendance" cards for both the banquet and the summer picnic.
Mention was also made of his attendance at the Annual Dinner in Edmonton
where they were honored by the attendance of His Honour, the Lieut Gov F.
Lynch-Staunton as well as His Worship Mayor C. Purvis. The Mayor was noncommittal on the matter of the museum space needed by our Association. As a
matter of fact, museum matters generally seem somewhat confused. Some artifacts are missing and no one seems to know just where they might be. The Edmonton Association has a committee looking into the whole thing and we can
only hope that eventually matters will in the near future straighten themselves out. Many familiar faces were at the meeting and banquet, including
for the first time for many years, Georgo G. Brown (Maj Gen ret), now residing in Calgary. The Edmonton Association is going strong and the gang assembled was most enthusiastic.
Mention was also made of the great work being done to keep our- Fortyniner
going. If anything keeps our organization together it is the magazine and we
should be most thanl'ful that there are those who ar@ contributing as they do
to keep the magazine in publication. The B. G,, Branch hereby goes on record
endorsing a vote of thanks to the magazine committee for its work.
As Treasurer, I have much pleasure in reporting that our finances are in
good shape. With the annual membership fees still set at $5.OO(B.C.only) and
with the increasing cost of mailing charges and printing charges of the Fortyniner, it is easy to understand that the dues are inadequate. It is therefore
appreciated that there are many of you who reflect you:'-- generosity at subscription time. Perhaps soon the fees will be raised to a realistic fig-are,
but in the meantime we are being well taken care of by voluntary benefactors.
Our President, Owe'n Browne, then presented his report and, as usual, he
presented a long and hilarious story, only partly true, and which was enjoyed
thoroughly by all those present. Except for the story, his speech was extemperaneou.s and I cannot detail his mention of the various characters present
at the dinner. The story, too bawdy to be put in print, had me as the 'butt',
ascribing to me much foul language and an overbearing disposition which, every-

one knows is completely out of character with the "purity of speech and heart"
character of one who has served so many years with you! "Brownie's" embellishments enhanced an otherwise rather dull and pointless tale and we all roared \
our approval.
Doug Rogers then proposed a slate of officers for the following year and it|
was seconded and unaminously adopted;
President - Owen R. Browne
Sec Treas -@ James R. Stone
Committee - Bill Remple, Keith MacGregor, Jack Childs,
John Dougan and John Eggleston.
The meeting then adjourned to the hospitality room and the "tall tales"
continued on until the early hours of the morning.
Jim Stone
MORE
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EDWIN H. TELFORD - 432691 ~ In response to an insert placed in the Legion
magazine concerning our annual banquet, Jan '83, the following letter was
received:
"I am glad that there is someone that I can write to that is connected
to the 49th Battalion. In January 1915 sorm of the boys from the Wainwright
district said, Ed, get on the train to Edmonton tomorrow as we are all
going to join the 49th. I lived at Fa.byan(near Wainwright) at that time
and sure enough I got on that train, pulled in by Pete Livingstone and
others. And now 69 years after I am. writing to you to say how sorry I am
that I cannot be with you and any of the originals tha,t might be there,,
I and my son attended quite a few of the gatherings years ago and how I
loved itS Just to be with the boys again. I would appreciate it very
much -if you would convey my very best wishes to all and to the relations
of the boys I served with until 1919. Also to the boys I played football
with in different parts of Belgium and France, the ones I got tight with,
the ones I ducked into holes with.
One fellov; by the name of Robertson who played the coronet so well, he
used to play "This is the end of a perfect day", @;,n our way south. He
never failed us, he was wonderful. Mc.Williams(?), the young postman and
drummer and the electrician of the 49th in Canada, England, Belgium and
France. When we cculd not get a drink my friends would break a bulb or two
and we had drinks for awhile as they hated to pay for new lights,, Then
there was Scotty that went back to Scotland to get tight and -fell into the
latrine pit,, I picked him out, then he was going to knock hell out of me@
Gregory that I played on the right wing with. Bert ... who cooked some
lovely roasts. The company cooks that were so good to me. Should you or
anyone else happen to know any of my old. 49er friends or their relations
I would be very glad to hear from them. I will answer their letters, or I
might even see some of them which would be a pleasure.
My friendship with the boys was always 100^. They were really something.
Sorry I can't be with you all, the old and the new. I wish you all long
healthy lives with the best of luck to you all,
Edwin Telford
(Edwin H, Telford passed away suddenly June 28, 198.3, in Calgary)

@@@@@

-The Koad Into Urtona

_____25by

Edgar J. Bailey H/Major

This story was written on July 10, 1983, the fortieth anniversary of the
landing of the Canadian Forces, which included our Edmonton Regiment along
@with the Eighth Army, in Sicily. The landing was made at Pachino Beach on the
south coast. It marked the return of the Allies to Europe and was the beginning of the end for Hitler's hordes.
Now in my eightieth year and living in the Mennonite Senior Citizens' apartments in Cambridge, Ontario, active and fit, my mind travels back over
the years to the memories of bravery and courage of the fine group of men with
which I served in the Loyal Edmonton Regiment. Many of those brave men I laid
to rest in a foreign land.
In a story related in the previous issue of our Fortyniner we were at a
rest camp at Baranello, near Campobasso. We now move to the bitterest battle
in the whole Italian campaign - Ortona. There is now a permanent cemetery at
Ortona and there lie buried many Canadians killed in action. We were there for
its founding and the Edmonton Regiment gave many of its members to those now
sacred grounds. I now relate some of my memories of the battle for Ortona.
The beginning of the action was at the Moro River some miles back and our
first casualties were Ptes A.J.Hiles, Abe Bruinsma and J. Rich, they were
killed December 5, 1943. In the next couple of weeks we lost more than twenty
men, to name only a few: Lieut J.Smith, CSM Bober, Sgt Warring, Novodvorski,
W.Demchuk, A.J.MacDonald, Sgt Piercy, T.Rothery and J.Donaldson. There were
others as well, these few names will bring back memories to many of you.
Ortona is perched on a little hill overlooking the sea. It was a honeycomb
of strong houses with old tunnels beneath them. Every house was a fortress,
there was a large railway gun in a tunnel which played havoc with our rear
lines - they thought they were beyond the range of shells. As it was the
month of December, the weather was wet and cold and the roads were a sea of
mud from the constant movement of heavy tanks, trucks and the marching feet
of the infantry.
Having been driven out of San Vito, just south of Ortona, the Germans blew
up the bridge over the Moro River. The Eighth Army Indian Engineers erected a
Bailey bridge and opened the way for our a.-.taci . The Second Brigade of our
1st Cdn Div under General Vokes attacked with the Seaforths of Can going in
to the west at San Leonardo and the Patricias heading towards Villa Ragatti
with the 44th Royal Tank Regiment in support. On December 9th the Loyal Eddies,
along with the Calgary Tanks and the 48th Highlanders, slipped through to begin
their attack on Ortona. This battle continued day and night until the end of
the year and ended with the death of Pte A.Jardine on December 30, 1943.
My first introduction to the road to Ortona was on December 7th when I was
called to arrange for the burial of Ptes W.Barnett and W.Brierley up on Vino
Ridge. My driver. Bill Silvester, was given an armoured carrier for our use and
we drove up to our location under a hail of mortar and other types of shells to
where the forward units were in place. I stayed up there as it was less dangerous than going back and forth on that much exposed road. I made my HQ with the
Doctor(his name escapes me at the moment) at the RAP and from then on this became my regular post. Casualties of all kinds were coming in to the RAP almost
every hour and we were kept very busy attending to their needs.

There are some events that remain in my memory from Vino Ridge, so called
because there were sheds and shelters there filled with large hogsheads of
| wine which was being matured by the farmers of that area. Most of these casks
were breached by 'stray bullets', shrapnel and @'other weapons'. There seemed
to be a continuous party (with no cheese) interrupted by much fierce fighting
against the enemy, they being only a short distance away.
Two of our outstanding soldiers. Major Jim Stone and Sgt Sam Hately, were
always looking for adventure in action. Ahead of us were some banged up German
tanks and Jim and Sam thought they might yield lugers or some such loot. After
dark they took off to check this out but before long they were back at camp.
Having leaned into an immobile tank they were able to reach the body of an
officer seated there. His head rolled off so needless to say they gave up on
their search.
A couple of nights later these two gentlemen filled their belts and pockets
with hand grenades and went off in the hope of surprising some of the enemy.
They crawled up to where they could hear the Jerries, pitched in their hand
grenades and took off. They came back full of delight after this little adventure. However, the next", night the Germans gave us a surprise when they did the
same thing, no one was grinning on our side.
On December 10th, the Edmontons were handed the task of getting across the
road above San Leonardo. This was the road leading into Ortona. There was, however, one 'unexpected obstacle, a depression which began three miles inland and
deepened as it approached the sea. This valley was filled with shrubs and tangled vines that made it impossible for our tanks, trucks, guns, etc. to get
across. It also made a fine defensive position for the well-entrenched German
troops. It was near here, Casa Barardi, that Gapt Paul Triquet won the first
Victoria Gross for our Canadians,
There was an incident on Vino Ridge that recalls for me the fierceness of
the battle there. I met a Capt McQuarrie, Chaplain to the Carlton and Yorks,
and he was about to deal with his first casualty in this area. His main concern was what were the arrangements for any casualties in this area. We had
not been here long enough to have established a cemetery area so I suggested
that we bury any casualties in a clearly marked grave at the roadside. The two
of us and his driver then dug a grave and just as it was finished the Jerries
began a mortar barrage so we crouched in the grave until it was over. We then
carried on with our sad task. Some weeks later Capt McQuarrie returned the
favour when he formed a lifeline of six people in order to rescue me from the
sea where I had gone bathing but unfortunately became caught in a heavy undertow and couldn't get back to the beach without help.
As I remember the approaches to Ortona it was a sea of continuous mud, cold,
rain, plus a fusilade of steel from machine guns, mortars and artillery by day
and by night, Any movement was hazardous and yet that was the only way to defeat a determined enemy entrenched all through the fortress that was Ortona.
It can be said that the Canadians out-fought, out-lasted and finally defeated
the stubborn and well trained troops which had settled in at this small city.
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NEHRING, Bernard L. - LGol, is now Officer Commanding the Lincoln and Welland Regiment, stationed in Niagara Falls area, Ontario.
Col Nehring received his commission in the L Edmn R 1965 .
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SICILY - Day 3, July 13, 1943, on the approach to Modica
Front to rear - Steve Kmiech, M.A.'Paul' Runyon, Bill 'Stretchy' Adair, Bob
Stewart, Dave LaRiviere. The "mule skinner" - Joe Feldman. Back cart driven
by"an attached American Italian speaking paratrooper used as interpreter.
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by Strome Galloway
Forty years ago this summer (1983)
'the British and Americans invaded
Sicily. The island wis garrisoned by
305,000 Axis troops, of whom 90,000
were German, Tho Allies landed l62,
000 men, 15,000 of them Canadians.
Thousands mon-e British and Americans
came ashore during this campaign. By
its end the Allies and Germans each
had abo'at 30,000' killed and wounded,
The Italians lost 137., 000, most of
whom were taken prisoner,
Sicily was captured in 38 days.
The Allies got 12 airfields for use
against the European mainland and. destroyed 1,100 enemy aircraft, most
of them on the ground. They also
freed tho Mediterranean from enemy
air and underwater attack, allowing
the British to transport troops and
supplies to Burma through the Su'^z
Canal instead of sailing thousands
more miles around the Cape. Sicily
also became a springboard for the invasion of Italy as it was close enough to give air cover. In the long
run, the Sicilian campaign was a
strategic success.
Tacticallyj however, it, was a
fail[;i.-."e. There were several reasons.
Montgomery's troops, battle weary
after their long North African campaign0, had lost thesil' punch.. Patten's
A.nericans fought a stiff shore battle, then rushed off into the blue
against no opposition when their adherence to th" original plan would
have helped Monty's sl-aggish 8th
Army go forward.
In the end, because Patton would
r-ot co-operate wiL.h Montgomery, and

show and failed, mor-e than 60,000
Germans and 78,000 Italians escaped,
a-i-th thousands of vehicles, guns,
^anks and tons of ammunition,;, across

the Messina Straits' instead of being
trapped and captured, as planned, by
two converging armies.
Both the RAF and USAF helped the
Allies fail. Because German anti-aircraft defences at the Messina escape
route wsre too much for them, the war
birds avoided the straits like the
plague. The Royal Navy, meanwhile, sat
out a,t sea, afraid of mines and U-boats .
Credit has to be given to the Germcans, especially to Col Von Bonin, who
Hitler personally dia patched from the
Russian -front to organize and supervise the escape.
Thirty years after the campaign,
when I stood on the slopes of Mount
Etna viewing the old battlefields
with a NATO study group, von Bonin
told me that with high-powered telescopes they watched British officers
pacing the decks of their ships in
crisp white; shirtsieeves and shorts
while boatload after boatload of hip
men and material were ferried across
the narrow waters unmolested.
"We couldn't believe why they at
least didn't try to do something to
stop u-s," von Benin told. me.
As a result, the 60,000 Germans
later opposed the Allies when they
landed at Salerno and Anzio and
throughout the 20--month advance up
th^- Italian peninsula.
The original plan for Sicily was
to give the 8th Army the main role.
It was to drive up bhe east coast
and seize Messina. Pat ton's U.S.
7th Army was to provide strong flank
protection to the West, and at the
same time force the enemy back into a
corner where Monty's army could destroy the Axis forces before they were
able to evacuate to the mainland. This
didn't work for two reasons. Not only

were Monty's divisions war weary, but
when they bogged down on the Catania
plain they got malaria. They hardly
moved an inch for the better part of
a month. Patton, enraged that he had
been given what appeared to be a very
secondary role, flew back to Alexander's headquarters in Africa and demanded a change in plan. He wanted to
sweep west and gain glory by liberating Palermo and most of Sicily. Alexander bowed to his demands and Ration
rushed off, away from the war, roping
in about 100,000 Italians who had already thrown down their weapons and
were either streaming off to urban
centres to change into civilian
clothes or sitting still waving white
flags.
Al] this put a heavy burden on the
untried 1st Canadian Div.., proudly
fighting its first battles as part of
the 8th Army. With Patton no longerprotecting the left flank, the task
was given to the much snaller Canadian force, previously assigned the
fairly easy role of con-forming with
the forward movement of the British
advance to Messina.
To strengthen his advance Monty
brought over the battle-wise but notyet-exhausted British 78th Div from
Tunisia. While the Canadians carried
out a 120-mile flank march, fighting
nine battles against enemy rearguards
along the way, the 50th and 51st divisions continued to sit on their butts,
and the 78th pushed up the corridor
between the mobile -flank and the mired
front and gallantly cracked the centre
of the German defences at Centuripe.
Patton, sitting in Palermo with
nothing to do, saw his chance for
glory. He turned about and with great
dash raced along the northern coast
straight for Messina, getting behind
the pierced German line, now recoiling
from the 78th Div.
The Germans, aiming at full evacuation, rapidly shrank into a necklace defence around Mount Etna, skil-

fully continuing to shrink their perimeter into a tiny loop around Messina.
Patton and Montgomery arrived to find .
Messina empty of the enemy. Patton got
there first, whereas Messina was to
have been Montgomery's prize. Patton
had also captured two-thirds of Sicily,
which wou3d have fallen to the Allies
anyway. In doing this he deprived the
Allies of a much quicker, more meaningful victory. Perhaps Alexander
should be blamed for giving in to
Patton^ wishes for glory.
For the Canadians the campaign was
a relatively easy blooding and an introduction to the uncertainties and
stupidities of the battlefield. About
500 Canadians were buried in the cemetery outside Agira. Small losses,
compared to what they would suffer
later at Ortona, in the Hitler and
Gothic lines, and in Northwest Europe.
We learned a lot. Mostly, never to
believe what we were told. We were
told we would land on the beach under
cover of darkness. We landed in broad
daylight. We were told we would be
landed dry-shod. We were dumped into
icy water up to our. armpits. We were
told that just off the beach we would
be covered from view by six-foot high
vineyards. They were only six inches
high. I was informed my company could
move on its objective down a sunken
road, getting cover from fire as well
as from view. Actually, it was a. raised
roadbed. At least it gave us cover from
one flank.
Then we were told the Italians would
resist fiercely because they'd be defending their own soil instead of being
used. as German's pawns on the African
desert. This was nonsense, too. They
cracked easily. Firing token bursts to
save their honor, they killed and
wounded a few of us. Then, waving white
flags and chanting "buono Italianos'"
and "Guerra finite", they marched out
of their positions and greeted us as
liberators.
Nobody can really be blamed for all

the misinformation we received. Inwar these things happen. At the time
they anger you. Years later they provide the laughs that save us from
more- tears.
As Col von Bonin and I lay on the
sunny beach where once I had stormed

A_HORRQR STORY @ @ W I
Travelling in the vicinity of
Arleux, France, I chanced upon a shepherd who was tending a large flock; of I
sheep. The weather being on the cold

ashore. Tommy-gun in hand, we licked

side, he was dressed in what to me
seemed to be at least six overcoats as

ice cream cones and ogled the slim
young sun-bathers scattered about

well as several scarves. He told me
that during the war he was working

where once shells burst and bullets

close to our lines cutting hay when he

sang.. We laughed at all the wartime
misinformation, high-level jealousies
and old battle hatreds that had in-

just happened to see the earth moving
in a mysterious way and on looking a
bit closer he discovered that the Germans had tunnelled under our trenches

fluenced our lives 30 years before.
In April of 1983 I visited the
Sicilian battlefields again, this time
with a Canadian Army study group from
our NATO forces stationed in Germanyo
Once again it was like reliving a
dream. But the young soldiers visualized the glamor of it all. Perhaps
they imagined what they would have
done had they been there. Perhaps they
also tried to visualize how they might
measure up in a future war - if there
is one in their time.
As the Bible says, "Your old men
shall dream dreams, your young men
shall see visions." Both, to my mind,
are better than the reality of war.
Reprinted, with permission, from the
LEGION magazine, August, 1983, and
the author Strome Galloway..
Association membership dues for 1984
are now set at $10.00 per year (Edmonton). In 1941 the dues were 50^, this
covered membership fees plus two issues of the Fortyninero

From the Editorial page, Fortyniner
issue No.5, Volume i, 1.917:
"It is with pride that the Battalion has adopted for its official
title '49th Battalion Edmonton Regiment ' .. We are the only Edjnonton
Regiment at the front, therefore we
feel that the people of Edmonton
are watching us, and our thoughts
often turn to 'Berlin' and then home."

with the intention of emerging back of
our lines and in this manner would be
able to overrun the area,
He had no chance at all to get
away in order that he might sound an
alarm. Since he had been mowing hay
in the area with a scythe he believed
thsre was only one thing he could do.
Taking a firm grip on his heavy scythe,
he swung heavily as the first of the
enemy appeared from the tunnel. The
soldier's head went rolling to one side
but the body kept on coming, so sudden
was death. The shepherd shoved the body
to one side out of the way a.s it faltered and before, long eleiv^n soldiers
who had followed met the same fate.
They popped out at intervals, were decapitated and the bodies were piled to
one side.
Finally, however, it came to an
end. An officer, much larger in size
than the others, came along but he
carried too much weight to make it to
the top of the tunnel and so his body
slid back into the tunnel rattier than
coming to the; top,, This way the tunnel
was plugged and so the performance
ended.
Help, however, arrived in time to
relieve the shepherd and everything
returned to normal. Needless to say
in the next few days the shepherd was
decorated with several crosses and
oilier medals and there was much wine
flowed in the celebration.
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This series of letters was started in the 1982 issue of our Fortyniner. For those who are not familiar or have 'forgotten' what they
are all about, ,this short bit of information is for you.
John (Jack) Snyder was a member of our 49th Bn in WW I and during
those years he wrote many letters home to his sister Stella and
her husband Will. These letters were saved by Stella and after
some years were turned over to Jack Snyder's daughter, Mrs. Peggy
McEwen. Mrs. McEwen has now turned the complete set of letters
over to our Association for preservation in the Museum.
John Snyder, at about age 21, married to Evelyn, joined the 194th
Bn in 19l6, Having proceeded overseas he joined up with the 49th
Bn in France, March, 1917. These letters (Army censored) give an
account of his time spent with the Battalion in and out of the
trenches.

France, Aug 18th/17
Dear Stella & Will,
Received your letter of July 25th a couple of days ago and the cake last
night, both OK. The cake was first rate and the "other runners" all voted
you. a good cook.
Well, Stella, you are the only one who has remembered that I have a
birthday once a year(22)
Now as far as having a happy time is concerned, just at present we are
in a good place to celebrate and are close to a swell big town with lots
of pretty French chickens in it. Of course far be it for me to have anything to do with any other girl but, still they have got awfully small hands
and it is rather nice to hold them in the picture show when the lights are
out,
Of course you know I wouldn't do anything like that but I was just sort
of writing down ray thoughts; But honestly, she sure is a sweet little kid
and she's got a lovely smile even if I can't talk French and she can't talk
English.
You know when a fellow doesn't see a girl of any kind for about six
months he's liable to do anything when he's turned loose in a big town with
a few francs and lots of pretty madamoiselles to smile at.
I think if it's as hot on Sunday as it is today that a nice cool walk
on some shady old French road would go down fine especially if a fellow had
a good looking madamoiselle to walk with.
Say Stella, I hope you wont leave this letter laying around somewhere.
Somebody might read it that's not supposed to hear such things and then there
would be H@@ to pay.

Well I think I'll ring off. You must be tired wading thru all this junk.
Your loving bro.
Jack
France, Sept lOth/17
I got a letter last night from you written on Aug 8th while you were sti.ll
out at the Lake(Hastings).
I sure wish I could spend about three days or so at Katy's with you and
May there and of course Evelyn. Wouldn't I sure have some fun.
No, I haven't been killed yet and I'd like: to know where all these tales
start from. It seems that every time there's a scrap out here someone starts
shouting that I've been killed. I sure came almighty close to it a few times
but old Fritz hasn't managed to even give me a little wound yet,
We sure had one exciting little trip a short time ago. We were holding
the front line and tho' we had a few casualties the amount of stuff that cams
over was some bunch, believe me. We would have had lots more hurt only he
very seldom hit the trench. There are two different kinds of things that land
near the front line. One is a small trench mortar shell and looks very much
like a pineapple'and therefore that is what they are called. Either that or
"Hairy Mary's". Then there is a larger one called a sausage because of the
shape and if one of them lands near a fellow he thinks the world has exploded
and left him sitting on Mars or the Moon, but it turns out that he is probably
in the bottom of the trench with a few sandbags on top of him.
We had a close call one day. We were coming down the trench, two of us and
as that particular part was rather shallow we were not losing much time getting
past the place. We came to a deep part and sat down in a funk hole(small hole
at the bottom and to one side of a trench) to get our wind and just as we settled down a whiz-bang struck the centre of the path about fifteen feet or so
a-way just where we would have been if we had kept on walking. Of course in a
way it was a close shave but there are so many of the same kind of things always happening to everyone that a fellow doesn't think so much about it.
Well, I guess this is about all.
Love to the kids and yourself. Tell May I love her in the same old way and
she'll know how much. that is.
Bye bye for now. Your loving bro.
(PS - by Stella in 1961 - May was just

Jack

like a sister. In 1961 she was married and living in Calif.)
France, Oct 8/1917
The mail came in at last and brought me two letters from you and three from
Evelyn, so I have enough to keep me busy for awhile. Yours were Sept.. and the
.. (dates censored out) so they were quite awhile getting here.
So you got the picture I sent all OK and you think I look hard and tough,
do you? Well, I'll tell you, that snap was taken when we were out on a divisional rest for a few weeks and if I look some rough I'm sure I don't know how I'd
look just out of the line some hard rainy trip. I thought it was rather good
but I suppose I have changed some since I came here and I wouldn't notice any
change myself.
It's pretty rotten here now. Raining nearly all the time and cold too. It
will likely stay that way for the next. six. months so we can just grin and bear

it. Last trip in we had the best weather the whole time but it started rainins
four or five days ago and hasn't quit yet.
;
We ar& living in a barn now with plenty of good clean straw for a bed and !
a couple of blankets so we manage to keep pretty warm. It's pretty rotten witri
so much rain and. the roof leaks but it's a million times better than in the j
line so we just make the best of it,
'
We should worry. Tomorrow is pa.y day so there'll be "beaucoup vin blanc et
vin rouge et bierre Francais", which means in English plenty of white wine and
red wine and French beer. But don't squeal on me about it because Evelyn believes I'm teetotal. But, good Lord, if a fellow didn't slide around to the
Estaminets and have a jollification once in awhile he'd go plumb loco. It's
pretty hard to get real paralized on French wine or beer but easy enough to
get sort of snowed up or half-canned and feel as if you didn't give a damn if
it rained forever.
I often wonder what mother would have a fellow do in this Godforsaken land
where the only warm places are the estaminets where they se3-l the joy stuff.
Even if you stay at the billet you can only go to bed or else play poker and
then unless you're lucky you lose the wherewithall to make merry.
Well, I was at a show myself a few days ago, "The Battle of Arras". I don't
know where they get the name. It would be much better entitled "Scenes Behind
the Lines Before and After the Battle, of Arras". Of course you know the Canadians went over in the battle of Arras when Vimy Ridge was taken so we had
some idea of what it was like ourselves. Most of the picture is very life-like
and real tho' especially where it shows the shelling of the gun positions.
Those big black shells are no joke - believe me.
The hardest trip I've made yet started the day your letter was written.
Nothing but dodging and ducking from whizz-bangs and trench mortars and. other
uncomfortable things, I wrote a piece of poetry about it afterwards, honestly,
I waxed poetic as I said afterwards. Believe me I wasn't thinking about any
poetry when we were going on those "nightly trips".
Well, I'll tell you Stella, on the side, our Company Commander was heard
to tell another officer that, "if anyone ever earned a medal it was those
runners that were on night duty that trip we made on...." But as it happened
Military Medals are issued so many to each battalion and Batt HQ grabbed one
and gave it to a Si-g Cpl for makr'.ng one trip to the front line during our
stay there. Carson and I made six trips all told at night and as there were no
medals issued - we didn't get any. However, these things often happen and lots
of VCs even are won and nobody ever is any the wiser. Of course we were only
doing wha.t we were told but still---. Oh well, what's the use, that trip is
over and we're still alive and I only hope to God we never have another like
it. Of course I can tell you all this, but I can't Evelyn. She thinks there is
no danger in my job and I hope she'll keep on thinking that way.
There isn't as much danger as the other boys run into at times but once in
awhile we'll get a trip like that one and catch particular hell. You see our
job consists mostly of taking messages to Battn Headquarters while up the line
and if Erica starts shelling it's not the front line he hits but the communication trenches leading to the rear.
Consequently he cuts our telephone wire's and. then it's "Runner, Battalion
HQ", and away we go, shells or no shells,
Well, I guess you'll be pretty tired wading thru all this guff so I'll
change the subject.

What did you have for dinner yesterday? I bet you couldn't beat ours (Sunday). Beefsteak, mashed spuds, carrots, turnips, cabbage, bread, butter and
jam and tea. Of course the: meat and spuds, etc. are issued, but as for the
rest, well, the French people here grow a pretty good .crop of vegetables and
the nights are very dark now-a-days. There is a pretty good chance of pinching
a fat goose, too, but the Lord knows how we'd ever get it cooked on the quiet,
I sure hope I'll be back to get some of those pickles you made but the war
looks like it was good for a few years yet.
Poor Evelyn, I guess she's pretty lonesome alright. I wish I could get
back that way (Here Stella has written in - Poor Evelyn! She was two timinp'
Jack even then.) to cheer her up some. Still, they say that the first five
years of the war are the worst so that will only be two more to go.
No, the cake was "Tres Biens" or otherwise first rate or very good or jakea-loo or whatever you like in English,
I was out shooting awhile ago, too, French partridges. Small but very good
to eat. There are none around here but lots up the li.ne. We shoot them or rather shoot at them with a revolver as a .303 goes too far and. you might snipe
some poor devl3 a mile away. I've got a revolver of my own now. We're allowed
to carry them on our job. A 45 calibre, regular piece of artillery. That's the
size of the military issue. Made to hit or not at all.
Well, bye for now, old Kid. Ghser up, the war will be over before 1930 anyhow, We're having a bear of a time even if it does rain 25 hours every day.
Tomorrow is' payday and tomorrow night will be wetter than tonight, rain or no
rain. As they say about the French front, there'll be heavy fighting in champagne .
Ca,rson just came 'in with your parcel. It's first rate, just as good. as the
day you put it up. The runners send you their thanks again and. also lots of
love. Will try to get a chance to get all our pictures taken together as soon
as possible.
Well, I hope you don't get tired reading these few pages, some sensible
and mostly rot. I'll see if I can send some, saner stuff next time I write.
Lots of love, kiss the kids for me.
Lovingly,

Jack.

P.S. Tell Will, hello for me and that he'd better stay where he is
until he has to come over here,
Jack .
France, Oc.t 12/1917
Dear Stella,
Well, payday is over and all the effects thereof. There sure was a terrific barrage on the night before last and tho' I was in the thick of the
bombardment, I came out safe and managed to get to bed and get my boots off.
We started in with '5.9s' labeled "Champagne" and then went to the estaminet and had beaucoup biere francais as I said. Horn';; when the place closed
and three more bottles of champagne and some vin blanc to finish up on, I was
badly "shell-shocked" and my nerves shaken so bad that I really don't remember
what happened after that clearly. I know I was gambling and won an awful pile
of francs to buy more wine. However, I finally got to bed and slept 'till the
morning tho' I sure was feeling pretty punk.
Well, everything comes to an end sometime or other and so we are back to

normal again. It seems the four of us take turns at it. One of us was paralyzed a couple of days ago, myself night before last and one of the others
last night. Only one left and he can swallow booze by the jugfull so I guess
he'll be safe.
Anyhow, we're all about broke now so we'll have to wail, for next payday.
Now 3:30 PM, just back from the ranges. Lord; But it sure can rain in this
country. We just got through shooting about 20 rounds and it started to rain.
Of course we came home but the rein didn't stop because we. did and naturally*we
we.re beaucoup wet by the time we got home. It sure is cheerful country in the
fall but we should worry I guess, this is the last winter of this war.
I borrowed 10 francs today($2) so there's sure to be another bombardment,
tonight, tho' I don't think- there'll be any champagne this time since it's 7
francs a bottle and it takes about five or six bottles to satisfy this gang.
Do you remember how you addressed that note in your parcel of shortbread?
You put it "Dear Runners". Well, when I read that out to the other fellows I'
immediately lost all control of the parcel and Scott even went so far as to
say that he thought I had already eaten my share and that the rest belonged to
him and Carson. When I offered some to one of the officer's batman, Scott says,
"By jove; he'h got his gall, giving away our cake that way." It was all a joke^
you see but at the same time the runners sure look forward to the parcel from
Snyder's sister and as they are always tied up like' a bale of hay they are
easily recognized. Scott said he thought I'd been putting one over on the rest
cf the runners and that he believed that all the parcels had been addressed to
the runners and I'd been hanging onto them myself and just given them each some.
We lost one of our regular squad a couple or three weeks ago. Stannard went
down the line with pleurisy but since we have another one in his place the set
of four is still complete.
I don't know where we'll be able to get a picture of the four of us as
there is nothing in this burg except three estaminets, one church and about two
dozen houses with two or three barns per house. There isn't any fruit left.
That was nearly all cleaned up the first few days here and tho@ the walnuts
were rather plentiful for awhile they are all gone now. We've been contemplating pinching a chicken but we have no way of cooking it. Well, I guess this
is all for now, I don't know which to do, go to the estaminet or play poker
tonight, I'll write soon anyway and let you know how the evening was passed.
Lovingly, bro. Jack
France, Nov 3rd/1917
Dear Stella & Will Well I'm still alive tho' how it happened I'm sure I couldn't say. We
were sniped at and whizz-banged and 5.9'd and everything imaginable and to
top the lot we- were gassed on the way out.
Still, there's a few of the battalion left and anyone who came out counts
themselves lucky with a capital L. Everyone left says it was worse than the
Somme and anyhow it was the worst smash-up the old ---- Battalion ever had
yet. The queerest part is that I'm still alive, but, my God, we left an aw- \
fu.l bunch of fine boys up there that will never come out again.

Stella, it was awful@ Men dropping or getting blown up on ^v@rv~sid@ o7^~
ana it was just a miracle that anyone came out alive.
--_Speaking of narrow escapes, I was in a shellhole with a few of our bov" all
taking cover and, being a runner, I had to dangle off to headquarters vri-th another of uhe boys and when I came back they were all killed. All still sit tin?
or crouching in our little bit of a hole. But all were dead, killed'by one of
the shells thaL burst right alongside them. It certainly made me - to pieces
All good friends of mine and some of the best boys in the world. I spr@ didn/
stick around there long.
'
^- -i - u-Lun u
-,. onlytworunners ar9 leftnow - Scott and C.rson were both wounded and got
out safely. That leaves myself and Marrow stil] on the job
Thls is the tl]ird battle Ilve beer in new. Vimy Ridge/Avion near Lens .rd
nw @hlsclllbe able to tel1 -70U the P9^ we ^ ^gh^ng ir after a^l:
Idllke to tel1 vou how ma^ a^ left and how many we had goin. in but ikd
oetter not. Yes, I can too. We went in with the same number of men as the
number on the badge of Bert Wood's battalion (Stella - 194). G^t Tha^^rd we
carne 0^ of thelinewithas ^^ as there a^ "^s between Edmonton'ard Atkinson's place. (Stella - 2Q)@ That was our Company and I know two of th. oth.r
companies had less left than us. Ore of them had only a third of wh.t we had
leu. in our company,
Well I guess that's enough, of war for awhile. If you have any influence
with Hilliard for the love of Pete try to keep him from enlistin.
I had a ler.ter from Vina. and one from Mother the same time as yours Tt
was too bad about Vina's baby. It seems as if this wasn't the/nly place
where people died.
" }-J-3@k-c
Isn't that rotten of Mrs. Woods? I didn't think things had gone as far
3- S L iT.SLTj j,

, , wel^1 gu9ss thatls about- a11 ^ this time. I know it's not very ch-r-,
ful a letter by any means.
" "u-"-1
So bye for now. I'll write again soon.
Lovingly,
(This letter was written following- Ypres)

Dear Stella,

'acl'

France Dec nh^

Received your letter of November 2nd last ni^ht and it sure was a b@s or?
bay you sure can hand out some of the old sermon, now can^t you D^'?
^@^ therels no dan^ ^ ^ running into anything of the kh-d ^@are
t-nnking 01, We sure did have some great old sessions at the T^e I'^p
T@hose,leue^s but it ended there ^ I've only had about four. ^c^nis Tn the
"f: two weeks@.of c^ I have had some most paralyze old s^ews o; buS
it's only once in a long time and it never worries me b.tw^n t.-m- md
stevens is Bbsolutely rotten with booze and so can't keep aw.y '^rom'it -o
cbe^ ^.1^"^ gone to the dickens altogether so there's hopes'fo? me^et
les. I m3dp ^ ^[ Piece of poetry n^self but I forgot where it-went to
thoLlgh Ihada hunch I sf3^ ^ ^ you. The time I wrote those lett-rs thir-.^
were rather dim and hard to remember. I hope you han.- or to it because I'd1^
like tc have it when I get home again.
'
'
- ^-,,.uo. i d
, . Now about ^ose socks. It is quite true that socks are issued here, w.imes plenty of them and sometimes very few and far apart so that a couple

of extra pair in a kit comes in very handy at times. Again when we go for a
bath socks are turned in dirty and another pair is issued clean. That's the
reason why it is not advisable to send home-knit or very good socks here as
they can only be worn until dirty and then turned in. So a cheap pair is just
as useful as an extra good pair and not nearly as expensive.
Yes I got your parcel of candy OK as soon as I came out of the Paschendale scrap and it sure did go down good.
An officer's batman is a sort of a servant. He cleans the officer's boots
and eauipment and generally makes himself useful in looking after his officer.
Some class to you with your swell kicks, etc. And I sure do want to get a
picture of you and Will. There are so many of the boys who sort of know you by
letter and parcel that they want to see what that sister of mine does look like.
I haven't received the cake you spoke of but parcels are nearly always
about two days behind letters so I'm looking for it either today or tomorrow.
Well, I guess this is about all for now. I'll write again soon. Don't worry
about the trouble you wrote about. There isn't the slightest possibility of me
ever tui-nin'^ into another "Stevens" . Only a fellow feels like tearing things
wide open once in awhile to relieve his feelings.
Bye bye for now. Give my love to Betty and May if you get a chance.
Your loving bro.
Jack
France, Nov 24th/17
Dear Stella and Will,
I don't know whether it's a week since I wrote before or not but I'll
take' a chance on it since I have another letter from you here.
We are still out on rest and we'll likely be here for a few days yet and
maybe a lot longer than that. I should worry if we stay here forever as far
as that goes because we've got a good place here and pretty good grub so
there's nothing to kick about. They are talking about starting a Corporals'
Mess too so if that goes through we will be "tres bien".
Some of the boys say it will be a mess alright, but I guess we can hold
it down.
Parcel received OK and the cabbage and beet chowder and also the jam were
safe and sound, and of course they have all disappeared by now.
They sure seem to be up against it for men over there nowadays. No men
for dances. But I guess if conscription is ir good and solid there'll be a
few more taken away.
I don't blame Jim for wanting to stay there after being over here once.
I thought I could catch a Blighty last trip but nothing doir.g. I never had a
piece come near me let alone getting hit.
Yes, you told me that Harold Noble had been killed but it wasn't a
surprise to me as he was a pilot in the Flying Corps and that isn't exactly
a healthy job,
George is in the 4th Division and I don't know where they are at so I
haven't a chance to see him.
No, I don't think there is anything special that I want here. Just keep
up the good work with the homemade candy and I'll be jake. Homemade candy and
a package of Bull Durham once in awhile and I'll be perfectly satisfied.
Well, I guess this is all for now. I'll write again soon.
Yours as always.

Jack.

41

So, it's forty years since our assault landing on Sicily. Sometimes it
seems as though it were last week.
Little things that happened come to mind more than the overall larger ones.
Remember Gpl Craney? It was at Piazza Armerina, I believe, and D Company was ;
under some heavy mortar and arty fire that had us all hugging the ground. This
was the first intensive bombardment we had undergone. During a lull in the
shelling a voice rang out,
"Are you all right Craney?"
Back came a reply...
"I'm not sure"
Then...
"What the hell you mean you're not sure?"
The Cpis reply was unexpected but very typical "Craney",
"I'm not sure, but if blood is brown I'm bleeding to death!"
During the winter line in January, 1944, outside of horrible rainy weather,
bone chilling cold and the odd sortie into our lines by parties of cheeky
Gerries things were relatively calm. One of our War Correspondents ventured
forward into our C Company lines and happened across one of our half frozen
sentries.
"Well, soldier," said the scribe, "How is the war going for you?"
The miserable sentry must have been one of our country boys because his
immediate reply was...
"Well, I'm going OK but I'll bet this rain is playing hell with the rhubarb."
And of course who could fail to remember "Vino" Smith's encounter with the
Gen Yokes?
Vino was noted for his recipe for "Blue Smoke"... that fiercely strong
"medicine" that was made by boiling, the local wins and bottling the resultant
steam.
It seems on passing by the General had spotted a column of light smoke
just off the roadway and decided to investigate this treacherous breach of
discipline. Lo and behold it was our "Vino" engaged in the act of finishing
off a batch of his brew. When the General inquired as to what was going on,
"Vino" promptly confessed that he was making up a batch o.f'Blue Smoke" for
the purpose of warding off such illnesses as pneumonia, malaria and sundry
other ailments that beset the infantryman in a winter campaign.
Gen Yokes must have been impressed because he immediately asked for a sample, to which "Vino" replied in his usual inimitable fashion...
"To hell with you... Sir ... go make your own "Smoke".
The General remarked on this incident some years later at a mess function
and he stated that although this was a Court Martial offence the outright
honesty and boldness of the offender compelled him to just pass it off.
On one occasion while being pinned down in an open field with Company HQ
of "A" Company as the attached signaller, I witnessed an act of brash-ness
that really shook me up. Only an extreme emergency would compel a good soldier to expose himself under these conditions but one of the Company riflemen ran across the field upon seeing my antenna waving in the breeze to ask if
there was any Canadian mail in! Boy, he must have been expecting mighty big
news ... Maybe his discharge papers. I believe his name was "Andersen".
"Smi.tty"

W. D. Smith

more memories
You wanted to know what my first impressions of Sicily were? I was one
of those who landed on D-3, 13 July 43. There were a bunch of British
Commandos on the same boat and they were the first to disembark. Once they had
stepped on shore they proceeded inland and the first thing they encountered
was some Italian horse drawn artillery.
I was with "D" Company, ^18 Platoon, and the company was in reserve. We
landed after the Commandos had gone marching'inland towards Ispica. Here ^18
Platoon was detailed to escort a bunch of Italian prisoners back to the landing beach. This we did and on our way back what did we run into but the area
where the Commandos had engaged in battle with the Italian artillery unit.
There were dead horses and dead Italians scattered all over the place, each
side of the road. The Italian prisoners were anxious to find out what had
happened, they shuddered when they saw it all. The smell was terrible! We sure
didn't hang around there for long, that I can tell you. So we hustled the
prisoners down the road to the beach in a hell of a hurry. That's one occasion
that I can never forget 1
E. R. "Springy" Springsteel
xx xx xx xx xx x>c
I recall the days when I joined up in 1939, "B" Company, leaving Edmonton
in December, then landing in Glasgow via the Batory and finally settling down
for a stay in Morval Barracks, Cove, Hants.
Even while in training many changes took place which effected us in a personal way. For awhile I was detached from the Regiment when along with other
personnel of 1 Gdn Div we were dispatched to various airfields for guard duty.
Then 1 Div was reorganized and I transferred to the anti-tank platoon in our
Support Coy where I remained through Sicily and Italy. Training went on and
so did the schemes, one after another.
Then came the spring o-f 1943 and we kept hearing rumors that maybe this
would be the time. After that the truck convoy that took us to Hamilton Park,
outside of Glasgow, where things became more serious. We were billeted in
horse barns and found out how well race horses were looked after in this part
of the country. The people of Glasgow area treated us real well, they were
ever so friendly.
One of the chores we had to do before we could leave was to get all of our
six pounder guns waterproofed. We had to search all over Glasgow to get enough "rubbe-r goods" needed to finish the waterproofing.
Finally it was to set sail for Sicily along with the rest of the 8th Army.
Little did we realize how much our lives might change in the next few months
with the heat and the dust and the mountainous country ahead of us. Our use
of mules and donkeys, etc. showed how we Canucks could adapt to most things,
The loss of so many friends will always remain with me. Through Hill 736,
Agira, and then finishing up in the vicinity of Mt Etna. Then came Italy and
more mountains and mud and Vino Ridge and Ortona. It's not hard for tears to
come to ones eyes when I think of the many friends that I lost as all of you
did in this area. It is still a bitter pill- to swallow,
With all our gallant officers and enlisted men I can bring 1943 to a close
being proud that I am a. Canad^ii and an ordinary member of one of l.he finest
Regiments ever put together.
Ray P. Lewi s

B.C. Branch
ANNUAL PICNIC- AuKUstJj83
For weeks our Island weather had been uncertain and an outside picnic on
August 7th was anticipated with. some trepidation. However, the d.ay came, the
sun shone, Ss.xe Point Park. was a little bit of heaven,
On August 5th, 143 pounds of B.C.'s freshest ar.d finest sock-eye salmon was
delivered to the Patricia kitchen at Work Point Barracks, all to be prepared
so that it could be? devoured in a couple of hours by our "ricn.ickers" . Keith
MacGregor was our liaison officer with the Princess Pats and it was he who
worked out the @rrangemei!ts for the "chefs" who cooked and served our meal- and
also for the efficient work party of Pats who erected marquees, set up tables
c.nd arranged chairs so that we all sat down in "chummy" proximity to one another while we enjoyed the ceremony and meal.
Jack Ghilds commanded the "volunteers", who, on the morning of the picnic,
decorated the grounds with bunting, flags and like paraphernalia and sited
and suitably marked the "Command Post".
John Dc'ugan recruited and instructed the receptionists and. cashiers, demonstrating the efficiency that caused many of our fellow Commonwealth countries
to enjoy their links -with us.
Bill Remple, c'j.r Vice President (or is it President of Vice), because of
Owen Browne's continuing indisposition, kept the ball rolling both before and
during the ceremony.
Owen Browne, despite hospitalizaticn, debilitating illness, extreme fatigue
and being totally unwell; worked like a. fiend, drafting the programme ( a work
of art -in itself), contacting the Par!; Superiritendent concerring the use of
the Park, arranging with Bill- Brown to organize the bar and buy and serve the.
wine. In addition he assisted all o.f us in our duties. What a blessing to this
organization is Owen 1
I, Jim Stone, made sure that there was enough money to pay for it all.
On August 7th, 1345 hoars. Jack Childs sounded "General Salute" and our VIP
of the day. Major General George Kitching DSO, escorted by Bill Remple, our
acting President, was piped into the reviewing area by Angus Grant. Bill, in
a most lucid speech, gave a few d-tails of General George's career, especially
referring to the time when we, the Regiment, and in East'1!-ourne, suffered under
his ministrations. Bill flexed his biceps to show how he had developed physically doing the morning P.T. as ordered by General George, He also. mentioned
how those ministrations shaped us for things to come, namely the assault over
the beaches of Sicily. The General, as ever immaculate in "turn-out" and demeanour, modestly denied some of the virtue's ascribed to him but, -in Draisin"
our Regiment, he was obviously taking some credit for it's development (don't
be facetious. Stone). I may say that we enjoy every mi.m-.its that the General
spends with us and August 7th was no exception.
At 1400 hours Ja'-'k sounded "Get on Parade" and Bob Dudley, our- perennialMaster of Ceremonies, opened the proceedings with his us-'jal elucidation of
erudite wit. He then asked Brig Gen the Very Rev Joe. Cardy MC to invoke God's
blessin-,? on the gathering. Joe, who is a great personal friend of mine, accomplished that which he always manages to do at our picnics, he almost brought
this old "agnostic1' to tears. It was a moving invocation. Joe mentioned specifically the death of "Father Mike" O'Neill. The invocation waa followed with
Jack sounding the "Last Post", then there was two mi.n'ites silence, and then

Angus Grant piping "The Lament". Jack then sounded "Reveille" which roused us
all to move on to the events of the da,y.
This year the "Old Guard" was comprised of Dave Bar-hour, Albert Bryant,
"Peter" Key, Bill "Tombstone" Lcwden and Dave Petrie. "Pip" Muirhead wrote to
say that. he was on crutches and could not get on and off buses. When the "Old
Guard" were called to order, I felt that a little sloppinesa had crept into
the d.r-ill movemerts. Particularly on the co'mmand "Right Dress" there was a snap
lacking in the movement of heads to the right. General George bsgged me not to
be too severe so I let it pass this year. God knows that they had better sharpen up for the next year. Genera.l- Gsorge spoke to them individually and collectively. We then sang "Boys of the Old Brigade" with Jack on the trumpet and
Doris Childs on the accordion. Bill Brown very thoughtfully brought over some
good "Scotch" for the toast which was drunk with no "heel-taps11. A grand collection of old gentlemen.
Bill Remple then called for the veterans of the Sicilian campaign to "Fall
in". Angus piped "Bonnie Dundee" and as "scruffy" a bunch of old soldiers as
was ever seen before "F'ell in", but nearly fell down. They were sloppier in
their movements than the "Old Guard" and I got the impression that the only
thing they remembered about soldiering was how bo knock back booze. It was
good. to know that so nany survive. After all, it was forty years ago when we
waded ashore.
Everyone was most happy when Owen Browne stepped up to the microphone. He
spoke brie-fly, but well, with his usual fluency and good cheer. The crowd- gave
him a great hand.
Bill Remple, among other things, told. his audience that I had reached the
advanced age of seventy five. He called me to the microphone and, being totally unprepared, I mentioned that I enjoyed the picnics so much because I had
always a great Icve for my fellow man. Not, having anything more of my own to
say, I thc.ught back approximately sixty years in my memory and. recited "Abou
ben Adem", the words of which give top priority to "love of fellow men".
Mention was then made of those attending from out of province of British
Columbia: Al Baker, Alvin Getschel, Hugh McKay, Jim Wi-lson, Lee Ahlstrom,
"Jock" Scott, "Tiny" English and Charlie Swan from Alberta. Archie McCallum
sent a telegram from his hospital bed regretting that a broken hip precluded
his attendance. Special mention was made of Mrs,. Nancy Bell-Irving who came
on her own from Vancouver to be with us. After Bill had finished speaking,
what Owen Browne calls "social and fraternal- renewal" continued.
At 1530 hours Jack sounded "Cookhouse" and. the hungry hordes descended on
the chef's area. What a feast! Many said the salmon was the best that they had
ever tasted and the food on the menu was even better than described. The menu
was printed in both English and Sicilian.
Bill- Brown, wins and spirit chief, devised a means to keep the wines on the
tables on ice and it worked to perfection. Can you imagine anything more delicious than baked red salmon with properly chilled "Frascati"? The Sicilian
description of ths menu, by Signer Sal.vatore Borresi, a Sicilian gentleman
now domiciled in Victoria, added an exotic touc't to the whole thing. We can
thank Owen Browne for the sophistication and artistic skil.l that went into the
making of the menu.
Other thar- thcss previously mentioned among those attending were: Ralph Andersen, Art Bird, Ran Bowen, John Bruntcn; Joe Changer, Jim Craig, Percy Darlir gtcn, John Dougan, Bob Dudley, Si-d Fry, Archie Greene, Walter Holme.s, Owen

Hughscn, Trevor Jones, Steve Jossul, Ray Lewis, Al-ex McConn&ll, Vern McCoy,
Keith MacGregor, Gord Mclntosh, Veni McKeage, Art Quinn, Doug Rogers, Bill
Sheldrake, S.RoSimpson, Fred Stepchuk, Bob Summers gill, Les Ta.plin, Len Tuppen,
Art Yells, Tom Hall, Jim Wilson, Earl Lohn, Dick Palmer and Ernie Paulsen. !
Unable to attend but those who wrote, sending greetings to all and, in many
instances, money^were; S. Bigelow, Ed Bradish, Roy Couch, Wally Davies, John
Eggleston, Herman Erickson, Floyd C-ouchee, Dudley Howard, Alon Johnson, Don
Jacques!,, Mrs. M, Kinnaird, Mrs. K. Guthrie, Mrs. Kate Will-son, Duke Lenglet,
Mel Likes, Frank McDougall, Ken McKenzie, George Moroz, Ralph Paulsen, Jim
Plenty, Mrs. Elecnore Purvis, Bill'R.hind, Don Russell, Jacob Stocki, Jim Watson,
Wilt Whitlock, A, A. Wachter, Joe Turions and Ralph Hayter,
Perhaps the nicest thing that happened to us was the attendance of members
of our "widows11 club. "Micky" Macdonald, Tina Oakley, Mary Beaton, "Sunny" Day,
Dorothy Rowlatt, enhanced the surroundings, not only with their beauty and
delightful personalities, but with vivacious and animated conversation. May
we be favoured always with their attendance at our gatherings.
The bar closed at 1700 hours but groups of people sat around the tables as
if loathe-to part with this renewal of regimentally based acquaintance. Eventually everyone left. Jack Childs gathered up the badges, bunting and flags for
another year and the Patricia work party took away tables, chairs and marquees.
The area was restored to its pristine state. Thus ended our 1983 picnic.
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At Albert, in France, and in a local- pub, I met a small man who had a
giants inouptache as well. as the thirst of an empty camel.
He told me of a dugout that he was living in near Ypres, the rats were
so big and so fat that they resembled poodle dogs. One of the rats he bRca-ne
particul-s.rly friendly with and succeeded in. making it so tame that before
long he got a small dog collar for it.
At nieht the tame ra.t used to cross over No Mans Land to the extent that
one night it came back with a message in German tied to its collar. After
that he used to correspond in this manner with a pl.ea.sant Otto who it, turned
out c^uld write some English. They swapped badges, smoking tobacco, ate. and
became good acquaintances. Everytime the rat returned from one of these trips
he wa.s given some: jam as a, reward.
Eventually, however. Otto must have done his stint -in the trenches and ho
was relieved of his duties by what seemed to be a party of Bavarians, they
were most slurring and insulting in t-heir first message.
So, our rat tamer hs.d a brain wave. He taught his pet one tiling only for
seven straight days, Tha.t was to teach him how t'-' handle: a Mills bomb. Having
successfully taught him, he sent him across the way one evening with two
bombs across his bade, tied together'. The rat slid the bombs off in the German trench, nipped out the pins, then b-at it back home.
The "unfriendly -friendly" ones were blowr- to the Fatherland @
KIT SHOP - Anyone wishing to purchase items such as neckties, regimental
crests, etc. may get information as to price, etc. by writing to:
Adtutant, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment(4 PPCLI), CFB Edmonton, Lancaster Park
Alberta.
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You would have tc go back in time a few years since the last time a picnic
was held by the Edmonton Association at our Camp Harris. So it was that -with
the 40th anniversary of the landing of our Regiment in Sicily in mind that we
decided on another picnic, this time as big a one as we had ever held- In the
earlier days we used to have a few kiddies rides on hand to entertain the
young ones._ Now the young ones have all. grown, up and left home, there ar'.-i only
a few grandchildren to entertain ar.id.most of them are getting on in years.
With the go ahead sign from our General Meeting we arranged for a picnic
committee, got a firm date for the picnic grounds and started out in earnest
to prepare for the two days. Advance publicity went out so that those who
wished to participate would be' able to arrange their holidays accordingly.
With the excellent cooperation of our Militia unit arrangements were made to
obtain marquees in case of inclement weather. They also arranged for tables
and chairs, sa-w to it that we wo'-ild have barbecued steak at a. reasonable, price
for our meal on the Saturday, August 20, and that we would have good bar help
for dispensing our refreshments.
On the Sunday, since we wished to have a parade to the cenotaph as well as
a fitting ceremony, arrangements had to be me.de with the various city authorities for the parade. Our President, Jim BoLsfcrd, looked after these arrangements::. The Militia unit again helped us by arranging -"or sentries at the cenotaph, unit cadets from Vermilion, and under the supervision of Sgt Don Matsen.
Over a period of some three months the B.C. and Edmonton Association members were canvassed to see how many would be co-ning. Several notes were received from B.C. members to the effect that they had heard the mosquitoes were
"out of control" around. Edmonton. We had Lo write them back and deny these allegations but at bhe same time let them know that we would take steps to make
certain there would be none of these insects around. Stan Jones volunteered to
obtain a defogger and so on the Friday-evening previous to the picnic the entire area. was well sprayed.
So on Saturday morning, August 20, everything was ready for the big weekend. A couple, of R.V.s reached the area, on the Friday evening, there was ample
space for them to park. Registration began around noon on Saturday and kept on
pretty well all that afternoon
Previously when we had held our- picnics at Camp Harris you used to go out
west of the city and turned left at ths Winterburn store, then sc.uth for the
one and one half miles. Now the store is gone, the corner is till. there but
the- Wintcrburn Road runs overhead of the. Jasoer Highway. The name Winterburn
Road is still being used but it is now in the Edmonton City li.'ni.ts and is shown
a.s 215 Street, Camp Harris is now about 65th Avenue. We didn't get all. the
direction signs erected that we had intended to. There were a, few that missed
missed the turns, we hope tha.t everyone that started out for the picnic arrived.
We held no ceremonies on the Saturday, everyone was so interested in meeting old comrades that hadn't been seen for many years that cerenoni-es weren't
thought necessary. From Santa Rosa, Calif, we welcomed Jim Mulvey, our first
Pay Sergeant, WW .II. He left us in Oxted in 1940 and hadn't been seen or heard
from since. From Ontario we. welcomed Harry Haddon, he had been here a. short
time ago for his ,50th wedding anniversary but it had. been a long time since he
ha.d attended a reunion. These were the furthest away members to attend..
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From the province to bhe west of us, B.C., quite a number of Association
.-nembers arrived: Ray Lewis, Trail; S. R.Simpson., Vancouver; Sid Fry, Tony
Stark, Norm Dack, Enderby; Earl Logan(nevr), Da.wscn Creek; Rene' Gauchie, Summer-land; Cha.s Lamberton, Ladysmith; Percy Darlington, D.McCi-ill-och, Jack.
Childs, Jim Stone, Da^e Barbour; Victoria; Fl-oyd Gouchee, Westbank; Gordon
Mclntosh, J .T.Liv.ingstono, Surrey; Len Tosczak(new), Kslowna; Bob Brown, Abbotsf^rd; Bill Burkholder, Surrey; Don Mil-burn, Richmond; L. Dijncan, Penticton; Ed Cox, Courtenay; Len Tuppen, Ganges.
According to our registration list r;o members arrived from Manitoba and
from Saskafcch.swan only one, and a new one at that, R.F.Redhead, Prince Albert.
From outside Edmonton and. in Alberta: S.id James, Ki-ll.am; Al Baker, Gitbcns;
Shierlaw Burry, Fall-is; J.B.McDonald, Mayerthorpe; J, Burndred(new), Bill Ross,
Fred Gale, Frank Pet-ley, Wa-ll-y Davies, George G. Brown, all fror. Calgary; "POD"
Morgan, Rochester; Jimmy DunKan, Gla.irmont; Hal Varty, Swan Hills; P&.t Ireland
a'nd Joe Turions, High Prairie; Barney Weir, Two Hills; Sam Lenko, Sangijdo;
"Springy" Springfield, Thorsby; Bob Cruickshank, Bob Prowd, Rande Prairie;
Cherlie Whe'lan, Rycrcft; George Smart, Cold Lake; Ed. Beaudry, Tofield; Henry
Giesbrecht, Calgary-; A.Agnew(new), Simon ^i-oher, Barrhead; Frank Leach, Fdson;
A, Ambrose, Lake Isle; Sam Atkinson, Walter Wills, Mike Antonio, Bill Purves,
Hythe; Bob Jard-ine, Ardrossa;-).; Art Robinson, SL . Albert; Gal Wi-smer, Mirror:
Owen Jones, Tofield; Charlie Swan, Lloydminster; Vie Tillett, Vermilion; Gus
Schamehom, Notikewin; Ivs.n Feldberg, Evansburg; Frank Pasula, Ca,mrose; and
W. D. Smith, Thorsby.
From Edmonton: Pete St. Pierre, Bill Craig, Jim Wi.lson, Wally McVee, Gordy
McVee, Roger Dupuis, Marcel Tettam"nte, "Frenchy" Ls-Marche, Ralph Craven, Bill
Shaw, Roily Ca.stagner, Harvey Farrell, Marshall Eaydalla, John Sq'jarck, Si.d
Jonf-is, Danny Smi-th, Gus Gampbe.1.1, Paul Cote, John Eudzinski-, Steve Lotoski,
Jim Foote, "Jock" Scott, Buck Getschel, Ted Dombrosk-i, George Hendersor;(new)
Charlie Blakely, Jim Botsford, Dare Burns, Mark McK&in, Stan Jones, M.Tremblay, Ed C.laus.rin, Pinky Bea.ton, Len Mundorf; K.Mundorf, Pete Turner, Ed Tanno-us,
Frank Wiesner, Barney Olson, M, Viihite, Bill Moody, Hugh McKay, Stan Chettleborough, Don M&tsen, Gordon Armstrong, Mrs. M. Kinr'a-ird.
We were pleased, also, to have as a visitor and as a guest o.f Sam Lenko,
Joe dark and his wife Maureen McTeer. They spent about an hour with us and
met many of our members. A copy of "A City Goes To War" was oresented to them
as a memento of their visit with us. The presenta.ti on was made by two members
of the Militia unit.
Following an excellent barbecued steak dinner with all the. trimmings the
stories continued until early -in the evening. Many of the momber-5 left for home
to get ready for the next day, most of the R.V. residents (a.bout 25 R.V.s)
plus a. -fe'.j other members were able to take advant'age of the enterfcainment
provided by Doris and Jack Childs at a sing song. This took place in the Officers' Mess CcLbin - that's where the bar was.
Sunday morning began with the "fall. in" at 10:30 A.M. for the. march to the
cenotaph. You couldn't believe the number o-f members on parade, the largest
pa.ra.de we have ha.d for many a year., It formed up under the direction of Wally
McVee, he then turned the oarade over to our parade commander, Jim Stone, For
some of our members this was the only event they took part in during the weekend- There were perhaps others but noted, were Tony Pavlin, Andy Dahl(who savs
he is now too old for picnics) and Louis Bednar in the ranks. The highlight of
the parade was our WW I members who took part in the march. Charlie Bl.akelv at

96 years, Dave Harbour at 9-1 and Rene" Gauehie in his late 80s marched all the
w&y. Another WW I veteran. Vie Mew, attended the ceremony at the cenotaph, i
With a pipe band leading us, Jim Stone swinging his walking stick at the head''
of the parade, the clanging of heavy metal, the City Police making certain we
did not stray off the designated route or get run over, we all kept an excellent pace to the cenotaph at City Hall (a total- of about -five blocks'1.
At the cenotaph there was the laying of wreaths, Dave Barbour, Archie
Bis.kely; Ed Tannous and Jock Scott did us this honour. They were assisted in
this solemn ceremony by the contingent of Vermilion Cadets.
Jack Childs played the "Last Post" and "Reveille" as required, "The Lament"
was piped by a young lady from the Pipe Band, daughter of the late Al Cheshire.
Following this there were short speeches of praise and welcome from Jim Stone
George G. Brown and Jim Botsford, Association President. We almost missed hav'ing words of welcome from our City representative, Aldenman K. Newman. He was
due to be at the cenotaph at 1.1:00, which he was, but everything went so well
and so quickly for us that we were ahead of schedule and almost started without him.
Once the ceremonies at the cenotaph had been completed ths parade was dismissed and most of the participants headed back to Camp Harris. Not all members who had attended on Saturday returned to the grounds for the Sunday gathering. With other journeys ahead of them once the parade had finished they
proceeded on their merry way.
On the other hand there were some who weren't able to make it on Saturday
but could be there on Sunday. We didn't keep an accurate registration for Sunday but some who managed to make it were; Dave Gaulter, Thorsby; Jack Birmingham, A.J.Storrier, Joe Decoine, Ed Boyd, J.W."Robbie" Robertson, Henry Forgie
Bob Hidson, M. Krewusik, Keith Wakefield, all from Edmonton; Nick D-izak(new)
Vilna; "Tiny" English, Two Hills; Elman Charles, Calgary; and from the Mewbum
Veterans' Home: Bob McEachern, Joe Sutler, George Ross and Bob Toma.
Before we were able to begin our dinner a picture of all the members of the
Association was posed for. This took a considerable length of time, there was
a problem trying to get everyone to sit still long enough for the picture to
be taken.
Finally we were treated to an excellent chicken and lasagna dinner, a meal
that was enjoyed by all.
Around six o'clock the gathering started to break up and those with R.V.s
began moving out. For those that remained behind for awhile, Doris and Jack
Childs again warmed up their instruments and there was dancing and singing.
An extra bonus for those who stayed.
Looking back over the two days it turned out to be a success. You couldn't
believe what excellent weather we had.
Everything was all set up to provide coffee all day on Saturday but in the
excitement we forgot to turn the urns on until after supper.
How did we make out financially? Well, we did end up losing a few dollars
on the two days but our bank balance can absorb it. We made a few dollars on
the bar but with the "attractive price" we didn't expect to make anything.
Joe Feldman and the South Side Army & Navy Store donated a couple of o-ood
raffle prizes and under the excellent salesmanship of "Pop" Morgan we@made a
few dollars there. The City of Edmonton generously advanced us a sum of money
to assist us in paying for one of the meals. This enabled us to give a ten
dollar meal at half the price, and a good meal it was.
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We did have a "problem" with "no-shows". Some members sent in their acknowledgement slips saying that they were coming and bringing guests. We then
ordered meals for them which we would have to pay for. In one case the party
brought their own meals, in another case the member and guests came but left
without having or paying for a meal. This together with those who were not
able to come due to illness, etc. contributed to our losing on the meals.
Then it cost a bit over four hundred dollars for postage and advertising
a hefty expense.
We do believe that it was worth it. All we have heard has been how good a
two days it was.
Those members who brought their R.V.s and camped "in a circle" in the area
provided seemed quite happy. On asking one of the campers from B.C. how the
Saturday night turned out he replied that, "It was OK once that bunch from the
Peace country settled down. They were really wound up! When they finally did
quieten down you wouldn't believe, a coyote not too far from us started to
howl and another one replied from a short distance away."
Some of our members attending arrived by means other than their own transportation and therefore needed help getting back and forth to the grounds. We
had a small transportation committee attending to this detail and it seemed to
work out very well.
It was a great pleasure to have with us on the Saturday Mrs. M.Kinnaird.
We were also happy to welcome some of our WW I comrades, Dave Barbour, Vie
Mew, Rene Gauchie and Charlie Blakely. We hope they enjoyed this gathering as
much as we enjoyed having them.
Will we hold a similar event soon? It will probably depend on the response
we receive. The year 1984 will see the 40th anniversary of D Day and will
probably be celebrated by those Canadians who took part lit it. The year 1985
will be the end of hostilities on the European soil, that could be good.

B.Ot^o
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When I was a young and ardent swain,
Full many a kiss I sought in vain.
And many a girl, I blush to say,
As I advanced, would slip away.
In darkened hallway, parlor, cab,
I'd make my fierce but futile grab.
Rebuffed, my lonely way I'd go,
With pulses high but head hung low.
Today, as time has passed, I've found
There's been a sexual turnaround.
It's female lips that now seek me,
While I now back off warily,
In later life the kiss, you see,
Becomes a mere amenity.

OLDBOY
An empty rite, a shake of hands,
Having nought to do with glands.
And girls who wouldn't osculate
As matrons now are profligate.
They kiss at parties, cocktails, brunch
Kiss friend or foe, the whole damn bunch.
Approached, I now avert my face
And shun perfunctory embrace.
I'm rude? I'm chilly?.That may be,
But their pecking order's not for me.
So women, though you take offense,
There's cause for my indifference.
When I was shy and twenty-two,
Wnere were you when I needed you?

A.M.Auerbach AP

On 10 Dec 82 the Commander, Gdn Mobile 1
THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGSMENT Command, directed that The Loyal Edmonton
(4 PPCLI)
Regiment (4 PPCLI) be one of three Mil- j
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itia units across canada @bhat would recruit and train parachute troops. These
troops would be used to augment the Command-

os of the Canadian Airborne Regiment. The parachutists will also be used to
support the Tactical Airlift School exercises.
Units selected for this task were selected on the basis of their past ability to maintain the required standards as well as being close to regular force
airborne units or training establishments. Both the Canadian Airborne Centre
and the Tactical Airlift School are located here in Edmonton. The other two
units selected are the Queen's Own Rifles of Canada-and Les Voltiquers de
Quebec.
Our unit is now recruiting both former Regular Force airborne trained personnel as well as physically fit local young people who will be attracted by
the challenge of the vigorous airborne training. This shows in our unit now
since we have in the vicinity of 100 personnel on strength,, All members of the
unit will be expected to reach and maintain Canadian Airborne Regiment standards of physical fitness and infantry skills. These standards are higher than
those for other units of Canadian Armed Forces and will thus create a new environment for the part time civilian-soldier.
While retaining the hat badge of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment (4 PPCLI),
once qualified, unit members will be entitled to wear the distinctive maroon
beret and jump smock indicative of airborne troops throughout the world.

x x x x x x.x x x x x x
The weekend field exercise scheduled for 4-5-6 Nov 82 was to be a simple
support weapons live fire. Leave for Wainwright on Friday night, fire the
various weapons on Saturday and Sunday, then return to Edmonton Sunday afternoon. Simple routine training. Then things got a bit more complicated.
Form a Quarter Guard! Arrange for the VIP suiteS Order a special luncheon!
The reason? The Right Honourable, The Countess Mountbatten of Burma - "Lady
Patricia" - wi-ll be dropping in for a visit with her fourth Battalion.
While the Lloydminster air control tower cheerfully advised our ground
controller that there was no chance of snow in the Wainwright area, the Quarter Guard stood waiting for the jet carrying Lady Patricia, The Colonel of The
Regiment and the Regimental Major to appear out of the snow storm. Conditions
had caught everyone off guard. The jet had left Calgary in bright sunshine
only to arrive to three inches of snow and snowing. A quick search produced a
parka for Lady Patricia and the visit was on.
The Colonel-in-Chief proved from the beginning that she wanted to see the
unit and its members under field conditions. No fancy staff cars here I
Straight into the command seat of a Grizzly and off to see the troops firing
the GPMG and the 50 cal MG. Even watching the weapons being fired wasn't enough. Down she got and fired off a few quick bursts from the 50 cal and a
good shot she was.
After visiting the troops in the field it was into camp for an all ranks
luncheon. This afforded the first opportunity for members of the Fourth Battalion to mix. with other Patricias attending courses at the Regimental Battle
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School in Wainwright. The luncheon was a great success. Lady Patricia specifically requested that the head table be a mixture of all ranks from both
the Fourth Battalion and the Battle School. In addition, special care was
taken to ensure that the general seating was also mixed both by rank and bv
two groups,
Unfortunately, the visit was over too quickly. After a short but very well
received address by Lady Patricia it was time to return to the airstrip for
the return flight to Calgary and other duties.
One other side benefit came out of the visit. The two groups involved in
the luncheon enjoyed the mixed company so much that they re-convened in small
groups later that evening and there are various stories of joint parties extending far into the wee hours of Sunday.
xxxxxxxxxxxx
For a number of years the Regimental Band has been a very small group. For
the last four years it has been so small that it had to parade jointly w^th
the Air Reserve Squadron band in order to sound reasonable. Now'that has all
changed!
Step one was to recruit our own Bandmaster. This was accomplished in June
with the enrolment of 2/Lt Colin Bonneau. A fine musician in his own right
Mr. Bonneau spends his civilian time teaching high school bands, giving
private lessons and playing the organ for his local church.
Of course the army doesn't do anything for the obvious reason. A secondary plan in securing a Bandmaster that teaches high school was gaining the
inside track in attracting young new musicians. This part of the plan@has
worked beyond everyones wildest dreams.
Within a month of Mr. Bonneau's arrival he had recruited twenty grade
twelve musicians from Edmonton schools. We had so many people all at the same
age and experience level that we were able to apply for and. receive permission
to conduct a special seven week Summer Youth Employment Programme. As a result
we now have twenty new musicians with their Recruit and Basing training complete.
The entire band accompanied our unit to MILCOM 83, exercises which were held^'
in Dundurn, Sask., the same time as the Edmonton picnic in August. This turned out to be a new experience for both the band and the staff at Brigade HO.
During a concert being given in the field for the retiring Area Commander, "-the
headquarters was attacked by a small "enemy force". Without hesitation the
band downed their instruments, picked up their personal weapons, drove"off"the
"enemy" and returned to complete their concert. With this type of spirit the
future looks good for the new band and our Regiment.

C. G. Marshall LCol
Commanding Officer
L Edmn R (4 PPCLI)
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POTTS, Arthur E. - Major Gen, passed away September 2, 1983, at age 93, a resident of Ontario. Gen Potts led the part of our Regiment
that went to Spitzbergen while he was Brigadier, 2 GIB

One of the items not on our agenda but discussed at the Edmonton annual general meeting, January, 1.983, wa.s the suggestion put, forward by the Militia Unit
that some recognition be given to severa.1 branches of the Legion in the northern part of the province, as apt representatives of the main regimental @@"ecruit,ment areas as well as giving help in the sponsoring of the Army Cadets. In the
case of the Grande Prairie Legion it would include also the excellent treatment
our Edmonton Association has received for the times our summer picnics have been
held there.
LGol C. Marshall, 0/C, and senior members of the Young Battalion sat. down together and came up with a. presenta.t-ion which wobid include a regimental crest
plaque, our regimental colours suitably framed and a .memorial- plaque suitably
engraved as to the occasion.
Grande Prairie
Having contacted Mr. John Savage, President of the Grande Prairie Legion,
Saturday, February 19, 1983, was arranged for as the date for our presentation
to them of our set of memorial plaques.
At 0800 hours. Fob 1.9, a group consisting of Association members, Jim Botsford, Roger Dapu-is, Ralph Craven, Roily Gastagner, Harvey Farrell, Doug Turner,
Marcel Tettamente, Stan Jones and Stan Chettleborough, met at the Loyal Edmonton Regiment Building, Griesbach Barracks, where regimental transportation under- direction of RSM G, Atkin and Sgt Don Matsen was to be provided via two
army vehicles. We left for our destination at about 0845 hours. "Pop" Morran
and Mrs. Morgan left from Rochester to meet up with our party in Grande Prairie.
Good accomodaticn was made available to us in the city and at 1730 hours we
all moved or;, down to the Legion. Things were certainly all prepared for us
there. First it was down to the lower reception room were refreshments were on
the house. Here we met with the Legion President, John Savage, and other Legion
officials, as well as other members of our Association who live in the Peace
country - Mike Antonio, Bill P-arvis, Jimmy Duncan, Ernie White and others.
Following a. real good cocktail hou;" we then proceeded to the r--sta.iira.nt area
where a steak, dinner that would take honou.rs anywhere was fed to us - and it
was all: on the house. Boy oh. boy I Do they know how to make a guy feel at home!
Of course it was my home several years back, and I was President of this branch
of the Legion back in 1957. The Legion Hall then consisted of two army huts
drawn together and looated on "-his very same site. Because of my close association with this particular Legion, Preside;-.. L Jim Botsfo.-d asked me to make
the pr:-l.senta,t,i.on of trie' plaques. This was carried ouh at about 21-30 hours.
The G-rarde Prairie Lsgio?i holds a danco in the main hall each Saturday evening, so we had a good crowd participating in the award ceremony. Following the
presentation we settled d-own to reminisce for the remainder of the evening before heading back to our motel, and for the most of us, a good nights rest.
So it was on Sunday back to Edmonton once again by army transport. We hadn't
had that kind of a. free ride for almost 40 years.
One of the plaques presented to the Legion was a gift from our young battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment(4 PPGLl), in appreciation of the many years an
active militia had been supported, in the Grande Prairie a.rea..
The scroll portion of the plaque was made in memory of all. the men who had
served with cur Regiment from the general Grande Prairie area. in both World Wars.

The message printed on the plaque reads as follows;
Presented to
The Royal Canadian Legion
Branch 54, Grande Prairie "Out of the welters of the world wars
from
There came unto us a sacred sv-m.bol
The Loyal. Edmonton Regiment Dedicated to those who died and
and
the 49th Battalion
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment

offered to die
For sovereign and country
The Poppy that grew in Flanders

Association
Fi-lds
in the memory of the men
Emblem of yacri.fi.ce and syriibol
fi"cm Grande Prairie
of remembrance"
and area who served

with the. Regiment.
Ralph N. Craven

Vegreville
The recollection of faces and personalities long since gone from the Vggreville area. were brought to mind on the evening of Friday, May 1.3, 1983, when
approximately twenty members of the The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association
ably guided by LCol C. Ma.rsha.1.1 and RSM C. Atkin of oLir Militia unit paid a
visit to the Vegrevi.lle Legion. This was a continuabion of the presentation of
Regimental plaques and fra.med Battalion colours to district areas of Edmonton.
As-sociati-on President, Jim Botsford, a. before-the-wa.r resident of Vegreville
made the presentation along with Vice President Roger Dupuia and Secretary Ralph
Craven.
Another presentation made at the time was that of a copy of a pai,-:l,i.ne which
hangs ir. OtLciwa. It is a painting of George "Tiny" English, was dene by a Lieut
Comfort and is titled "The Typical Canadian Soldier". It now hangs in. the Legion
clubrooms along with our plaques.
Recognized at the: same time as these presentations was Albert Baker a 4@er
in W W I and also Mrs. M. Gampbell whose father had been a member of the first
war 49th.
Following a banquet and much reminiscing, the "Edmonton Group" bedded, down
for the night to rest up for their trip to the Vermilion area for another presentation the following evening.
Vegreville Observer

Vermilion
Some three quarters of a century ago a fine soldier, a veteran of the South
African War, a lawyer and a most forceful personality had the foresight to
realize not only was a major conflict inevitable but also had the drive to do
something about it , So in 1908 an active militia unit cam.?, into being in Edmonton and despite customary governmental apathy and false economy evolved to be
well trained and efficient.,
The unit started life as a squadron of the Alberta Mounted Rifles, became
the Alberta Dragoons and now, years later, is The Loyal Edmonton Regiment, the

"A" Company of which was partly raised hereabouts. This is the famous 49th
Battalion, whose members still like to be known as the Fortyniners. The Regiment was one of the first Canadian units in action in each of the two World
Wars and earned one of the longest Rolls of Battle Honours of any army unit in
the country - a reflection of an intense esprit de corps which it has maintained and was derived from its founder. So it is no surprise that a flourishing
Regimental Association exists to keep alive the potent spirit which sustained
the unit through so many tribulations. Its members are rightly proud of their
background. They keep that sense of tradition in many ways, including the backing of the Army Cadets - of which the Corps in Vermilion, sponsored solely by
the local branch of the Royal Canadian Legion, is a typical example - and have
now conceived the admirable notion of making presentations to several Legions
in central and northern Alberta.
On Saturday, May 14, 1983, it was the turn of Vermilion whose Cadets are
affiliated with the 49ers. To mark the occasion it was felt that it was worthy
of a parade of the Cadets, veterans of the 49th, the Legion and of their
Ladies Auxiliary, the whole led by the Branch piper and under the command of
Captain Don Henry, Corps Commander of the Vermilion Army Cadet Corps ^2645.
At the cenotaph wreaths were laid by LCol C. Marshall, 0/C L Edmn R(4 PPCLI);
Jim Botsford, President the Regimental Association, Ole Stangeland, President.
of the Vermilion Legion; F. Groeneveld, President Manville Legion and T. Lysons,
local M. L. A. Taking part in the march past following the ceremony at the cenotaph were some twenty members of the 49th Association, and from Vermilion two
49ers, Vie Tillett and Stan Mapstcne and the Legion Zone Commander, from Lloydmi-nster, Charlie Swan.
The pla.qu.es w&re presented to the Vermilion Legion by Jim Botsford and Ole
Stengeland, Legion, acknowledged the deep sense of honour which this area
feels at being marked out as a representative of the -widely extended recruitment districts of the 49th.
Following a well appreciated supper, short speeches were the order and they
were followed by Vie Tillett reading the nominal roll of members who had participated in the 49th and The Loyal Edmonton Regiment from the Manville and the
Vermilion area in WW I and- WW II.
The speeches and supper having been completed, stories followed until a.
late hour.
The Manville and Vermilion Legion Branches are very much aware of the
honour which has been accorded to them and both the 49th and the L Edmn R will
be able to rest assured that their generous gift will be cherished and that as
far as possible there will always be a memento here of a glorious past, properly cared for and standing as a reminder to those who came after of the part
played by this district in two major conflicts. Thank you, 49ers!

Vermilion S

by
H/Major Edgar J.Bailey
The battle for Ortona was the longest continuous battle in which the Loyal
Eddies were engaged. The Hitler Line was longer and bloodier but the Canadians
were only there for the final victorious battle, in May, 1944.
The main force of the Germans in Ortona was provided by the crack Herman
Goering Parachute Regiment, well trained and with some years of battle experience. They were well entrenched in this small Italian town. There were strongly built houses some with- tunnels underneath. There was a railway gun in a
tunnel in the town and also small squares with easy exits and entrances where
tanks found it easy to operate. Our task was to subdue this fortress mainly
with handguns, machine guns and anti-tank weapons and with relatively new
troops. Troops not too well covered by tanks and artillery due to the terrain
and the difficulty of movement and operation.
Second Brigade under Brig Hoffmeister with the Loyal Eddies under LCol
Jefferson and the Seaforth Regiment were given the main task of breaking into
the town. A mysterious message on Dec 10th indicated that the Brigade was astride the main road into the town but this was incorrect. As a result they
were ordered to exploit their success and attack the town only to be met by a
torrent of steel. The Eddies were held up by the "gully", a shrub and vine infested depression that would not allow armour to cross. It was some days later
when the regiment was able to outflank the "gully" and make an attack on the
town.
My records suggest that the main battle for Ortona began on December 21,
1943, and ended on December 30th although fierce fighting had been continuous from December 5th at the approaches to the town.
Our Battalion HQ was set up in an empty factory which had entrances from
upper and lower street levels and there was a large courtyard on the upper
level. The RAP went into the lower less exposed level and the Bn HQ upstairs
and some downstairs as room permitted. Operations continued here night and day
throughout the battle with little time or chance for a rest. We ended this
battle with less than 200 all ranks in spite of reinforcements brought in.
Normally the complement of the Regiment would be in the vicinity of 800 all
ranks. We were therefore quite short on personnel going into this battle. Ross
Munroe, Canadian War correspondent, called this the "bloodiest battle for the
Canadian troops in the Italian campaign". With that I must fully agree.-Neverthe-less, the strong fortress which was O.rtona was steadily demolished by the
determined efforts of mainly the Eddies and the Seaforths.
Among the first casualties in the town was Lieut D. Cottingham, a fine Canadian poet and writer, of whom a story has been written in a previous issue of
the Fortyniner. Then there were names such as Lieut W.McLellan, Ptes Gutrath
Holder, MacLean, Briault, Rich, House, and a long list of fine men whose names
are on our honour roll.
The Seaforths managed to have a regimental Christmas dinner in the town
during the fighting due to the efforts of their padre, Gapt Roy Dunford. The
Loyal Eddies barely stopped fighting long enough to eat although we brought
them Christmas dinner where they were engaged in the fighting.
There are many stories of personal bravery that I can recall, most of them
not recorded. Gpl G. Channel, who was himself a casualty on December 23rd

comes to mind as his men faced a tank attack in one of the streets. He went
at the tank on his own armed only with grenades and disabled it so that his
men were able to continue the attack. Previously I have related the story of
Charlie Rattray and his attack on a house with the subsequent taking of eleven
prisoners for which he received the Military Medal.
The most tragic affair for us was when the Germans from one of these many
tunnels under the town blew up a house in which twenty one of our men under
the command of Lieut E. B. Alien were rest-ing. It took a couple of days of
hard work- to dig through the rubble to find just a couple of survivors. They
were in very poor condition and lucky to be alive. All the digging for these
survivors was done under continuous mortar and rifle fire from the enemy. December 27th, according to my records, was our heaviest day for casualties and
amongst those we lost were the Mearon brothers, Fred and S., L/Cpl Harris
CSM Larry Paquette, F.Ireland, Gpis L..McAra and W. Geremy. On Christmas Day we
suffered three casulaties, D. Chisholm, R. B. Halt and H. Stevenson but that
day there was a lull in the fighting.
The outstanding deed in the battle for Ortona was probably the one were
Capt (later Major) Bill Longhurst and a very good friend of mine due to our
mutual love and knowledge of Gilbert and Sullivan operas, the words and music
which we knew pretty well off by heart. Bill, as you might remember, pioneered
the technique of "mouse-holing" with beehive mines from house to house on top
floors. The attack, therefore, was made from above and not from below or from
the front of the fortified houses. Bill later received the rank of Major in
the field.
Some of the idea of the ferocity of the battle can be gained from the war
records published in the newspapers and in the Canadian film and photo unit
pictures to be found in many books of that period. Some of my personal recollections may re-enforce those records for you. I remember a delayed action
shell going through the walls of our HQ and exploding in the street outside
without any damage to us whatsoever. Then one night my driver and I, being
exhausted with the continuous number of casualties arriving, decided to sleep
in a chicken house across the road from the RAP. The Jerries put on a heavy
mortar attack that night so we wasted no time at all in getting back to the
RAP. Next, morning we found that a mortar shell had dropped straight into the
centre of the chicken coop and split it apart like a cardboard box.
A temporary cemetery was established on the rear slope of the town of
Ortona and in February, 1944, when the Regiment was under the command of LCol
Ted Day, we held a mass funeral service. The service was widely recorded for
showing back home in Canada and was also recorded in our war records. Burials
were made there almost every day of many fine men, personal friends and comrades of ours. Later these casualties were transferred to a permanent and
well cared for cemetery that was set up south of Ortona and it is now a place
of pilgrimage for all Canadians visiting in Italy. I would like to return to
there myself should the opportunity ever arise as well as to the cemetery at
Monte Cassino where also many from our Regiment lie buried.
One story from Ortona is only partly known, the effect that the battles had
on some of the civilians. In a basement of one of the houses I found an old
Jewish refugee, past 80 years of age, sleeping on a stone floor with only a
thin blanket for comfort. This old gentleman had been the president of the
Austrian Southern Railroad and had lived in a palatial residence with his
family and his many servants. Now fleeing for his life he was accompanied by

his personal physician, a lady doctor@ She had been trained as a physician in
Vienna and had agreed to trek the gentleman out of the country in the hopes
they might reach a war-free country. They had crossed the Austrian Alps and
had used primitive transport to reach the city of Ortona where they had gone
into as good hiding as was available at that time. We shipped the elderly
gentleman out at the first opportunity and heard that eventually he had found
refuge in Rome with some Dutch Protestant nuns.
The lady doctor became part of the RAP staff for awhile and in one case
put up a valiant but in vain fight to save the life of one of our snipers,
Pte G. A. Bone, who had unfortunately been hit in the head by a bullet and
was unconscious. She spent several hours trying to keep him alive by means of
artificial respiration hoping that his condition would stabilize to allow the
bullet to be removed but it was a futile task and he died. The doctor remained with us for a short period of time and having command of the German language
she was able to speak with any wounded German prisoners that came along as well
as being able to give them treatment. This despite the fact she was of Jewish
background.
Now that these events are recalled by myself, some of them vaguely, I am
indeed proud to remember the names, faces and personalities of those of our
members who gave their lives in a foreign land in the cause of world freedom
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On July 10, 1943, we landed on the beach on Sicily and I well recall the
morning. The Regiment had moved inland and I and the "Kid", Len Arnold were
delegated to be in charge of the Signal stores which had been left on ^.he
beach. The "Kid" was also waiting for his motorbike.
Since we figured we would be sitting there for a few hours anyway and it
was really hot sitting on the sand out in the sun the first thing we did was
build ouselves a bit of a shelter. With lots of boxes of rations sitting around we piled a bunch of them up and then found a tarpaulin to cover^over
the top to serve as a roof. The waiting continued all day and so -finally with
night having arrived we went to sleep.
About 3 A.M. we were awakened scared to hell by a sound which seemed to
us 'out of this world'. We had never heard such a sound before. I grabbed the
"Kid" and the "Kid" grabbed me and we trembled in fear,.
In what seemed like hours but I guess was only a few minutes, the flap
which was the door to our shelter opened and an old Italian stuck his head
in. He spoke English and so spoke with us. The noise we had. heard? His goddam
donkey braying, the -first time we had ever heard such a, thing,,
Two days later we were still sitting on the beach but finally Henry Forgie
and some Lieutenant came along from up -front. The supply ship had landed all'
our supplies and they were here to load up. Arnold got his bike, I managed
to take over all our batteries, etc. The young Lieutenant being in charge
wanted to load the truck they had brought his way. This meant no signal equipment - no batteries, no nothing. I objected, of course, so with Hank Forgi.-'s
assistance and. an order from the RSM, Allan Sachse, we loaded all the signals
equipment as well as most of the other supplies and took off to catch up to
the Regiment.
Archie "Zeke" McCallum - @1. Platoon

ANV OTHER SHORT STORIES

COLIN WHITE - Thank you for reminding me that I have not sent in my annual
dues. I can't understand how a young fellow like myself could forget;
Unless something unforeseen happens I hope to be able to attend your Ed~
monton get-together in August(due to illness Colin was unable to attend)
My fondest memory of the Italian campaign was the Donkey Derby held in the
vicinity of the brick yard., I had been slightly injured in the battle for
Colle d'Anchise and so was unable to participate but it was the best entertainment we had had so far. I had some other memories as well but they
were not too pleasant and don't bear repeating really.
ED COX - Courtenay, B.C. - Haven't attended the past two reunions but am
looking forward to seeing everybody in Edmonton in August.
V, E. McKFAGE - Victoria - I am happy that I have been remembered and invited to take part in your two day get-together in August. Since I am not
able to get around, very well now I will have to decline and will try and
attend the Saxe Point Park picnic this year.
W.D.SMITH - Thorsby, Alta ~ from his summer home, Smitty says "I was in a
golf tournament down south this past winter (Arizona) playing my usual
good game of golf.Lo and behold a line drive off the sixth tee hit and
killed a duck in mid-air. I didn't check to see what variety it was, everything was so "up in the air" at the time. At the final banquet of the year
they presented me with a cartoon in colour for this special event and
needless to say I was quite honoured. The award is too big in size to have
reproduced in the Fortynir-ier, any 'doubters' may call around and see."
RALPH PAULSEN - Dartmouth, N.S. - Please accept my regrets that I shall be
unable to attend your summer picnic in August. Eileen(wife) and I will be
visiting with relatives in Ireland at that particular time.
I would ask that you convey my best wishes to all Loyal Eddies and I hope
that in the near future 1 might again have the pleasure of being with you
for one of your annual events.
I am looking forward to my "second retirement1' in the next two years. The
first came after 26 years in the Armed Forces, and the second will be from
the Government of Nova. Sootia with whom I have been employed since 1967.
Forty three years of government service is a long time and it is time that
T lay down my pen and give the old brains a rest.
Have a most enjoyable two days and may God grant .you fine companionship,
fond memories, and .uany happy reunions,

W A N D E RIN GBOY
AL CANTIN .- Calif - W I - Thanks for the invitation to the picnir- and only
distance and the ravages of Old Father Time prevent me from coming I'm pot
in too bad shape considering my 85 years, and that I literally "died" last
April from a heart attack. Only the prompt response of my wife F^anki?
and skilled Paramedics and a nearby hospital enabled the modem, tecpp^-s
to bring me back to life, I now have a pacema.ker imbedded in ny chest that
takes up the beat when my own heart gets too tired. The machine: is guaranteed for 10 years but sometimes I think to myself, "What if it had b--.n
manufactured by the lowest bidder and it doesn't last. I'll take whatever
HE elects me to have and if the guarantee works out that should la@t me.
until I'm 95. I spoke to Dave Ba.rbcur on the phone and am pleased to bear
that he and his -rife,Alice, will be attending your picnic. He was, and" still is, one hell of a fine man. We were an odd pair, ho was 6' 5" and full
grown, 1 was only 5' 9", 126 Ibs and an immature kid o-- 1^. He, b-cam-'thr,
Platoon Sgt of y9 Platoon and I of ^12 Platoon. He became'a CSM apd I a'"
Lieutenant. We were the only ones in the battalion to receive both the DCM
and the ?4. I'm enclosing a snap of Gpl Fred Bonnett and some. o^ hi^ platoon, including -me. With his death a couple of vears ago I necam- the^last
living member of the original ^12. Platoon that left Edmonton. He was"our
first casualty a few days prior to the June 2nd Sanctuary Wood daughter.
SYD MURRELL - Aldergrcve, B.C. - As you will notice we have now changed our
address, and are living in a low rental, complex for O.A.P.s. Here we arp
able to live on the ground floor since it ha.s become a trifle hard climbing stairs for me. It's getting so that one hates to read the Last Post
part of the Fortyniner, so many of those narneis were very good "riend" Enclosed my cheque .for dues and a bit extra.
ART COLBECK - Calgary, Alta. - Will not be able to attend your J-w '^ banq-jr-t
this year. I spent three and a half months in hospital with a pelvic prob-^
lem arising from a bullet, wound that I got on Hill 736. I am us'; ng^tch-s
at Dresent and so am not in very good shape for travelling. I hope that I"
w;li be back in ahape for Janua.ry 84's reunion,
GEORGE DERBYSHIRE - Drumheller, Alta - En-losed fipd cheque for cMes n^s
fees and incidentals. The M.O. I have is keeping me more confined'than
when I was in o.1 d Stalag VIIA, somewhere near Munich. Best, of In ok to the
.a.i.htu]- few. Good luck and. keep everything crossed, I might be able ^o
make a visit to a reunion one of these davs.
ROWLAND EUTTERWICK - Brownfield, Alta. .- Enclosed my membership dues and a bit
exura. I wasn't able to make it to the January banquet this year ft few
days after I got home from the Grande Prairie oicnic. 1"8? I "u'f-r^d a
heart attack. I'm feeling pretty good now, butL keep in touch with 'my'dor-tor
qui.,e regularly and am also pretty well confin-d to my home.
KEN ROOTES - Edmonton, Alta, - Sorry I couldn't make the banouet In Janrary
1 was spending a few months down south in the warm weather.
ALEX MATHESON - Cadomin, Aita. - Received the latest Fortyniner ar.d hav. ..,-.
joyed reading it very much. Keep up the good work.
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WANDERINGBOY
REG WATTS - ^1.00724 ~ Barrhead, Al'ta -WWI, with his annual letter to the
Fortyniner advises us of having now passed his 90th birthday. His copy of
the magazine had arrived in good shape and was enjoyed. "I didn^ march in
the Barrhead Remembrance Day parade this year, the first time I've missed
for many years. But I did attend the get-together that followed, we could
only muster five World War I vets and I gue,a.s we are. getting very few in
number - getting to be real old crocks., There were about fifty WW II members at the same luncheon.
I was with a bunch of Barrhead Legion members, that was invited to attend
the Montgomery Branch of the Legion(Edmonton). They showed us a wonderful
time, sing sorgs, dancing for those who could dance and a wonderful banquet. Our bus driver was BILL BRINTON, a Loyal. Eddie, who also lives in
Barrhead. It was good to -meet so many veterans and talk over the old days.
We do have other 49ers here, SIMON FISHER, also HARRY BOOTH of Freedom.
Both of these gentlemen are not too well, I believe. I'm one of the. lucky
ones, carna back with never a. scratch cr wound of any kind.. I first went in
at Ypres and was in the most of the actions until the end at Mons in Belgium. Thanks again for the magazine and my regards to all."
NEW or NEARLY NEW W^'-th a little extra advertising going out this year in aid of our sunimer
picnic held in August, contact was made with a number o-f former members of
our Regiment;
JIM SPENCER - Paradise Valley, Alta.
ALF NEUSTED - Maidstone, Sask. - I landed with the Regiment in Sicily but
was wo'jnded on the approach to Ortona and then returned home to Canada.
STANLEY MAPSTONE - Vermilion, Alta. - an "A" Company member
ELMAN CHARLES - Calgary, Alta - another "A" Company nan
JIM MULVEY - Santa Rosa, Calif - who drove all the way to be with us at
our picnic for the first time. Jim was our first Pay Sgt, left the Regt
in 1.940 while we were billeted in Oxted.
EARL LOGAN - Daws on Creek, B.C.
JAMES BURNDRED - Calgary, Alta.
ED 3EAUDRY - R R #2, Tofield, Alta - missing from our Association since 1970,
L. B. TOSCZAK - Kel.owna, B.C.
GEORGE HENDERSON - Ednonton, Alta - a member of oar Regiment for four years,
a. "B" Company man, retired as a Lieutenant,
KENNETH GOUPLAND - Golden, B.C. - looking forward to meeting old comrades.
GEORGE SMART - Cold Lake, Alta -"sent all my copies of past Fortyniners along
to PAT LUCY at Ft Smith, NWT. I wasn't able to attend your '83 banquet bat
will try and make the summer picnic (He did - Ed.). There are a couple of
"Loyals" around Bonnyville but they were with us only a short time. I'll
try and recruit them, I don't seen them very often."
A. H. MURRAY - Edmonton, Alta - attached my cheque for dues plus a small donation for the magazine. Also you might be interested in the enclosed material that I clipped from "QUEST" magazine. (See "My Father's Days" elsewhere in this magazine)

W A N D E RIN GBOY
ART PHILLIPS - Red Deer, Alta - am enclosing a clipping of recent passing of
Bob Corrigan due to a heart attack.
I'm. spending my winters curling and bowling so manage to keep myself hale
and hearty. Best persona.! regards to everyone.
JEAN LIKES - Madeira Park, B.C. - writing on behalf of Mel Likes tells us that
Mel and Sam Hately had been discussing the possibility of coming to Edmonton for the summer picnic. Mel had open heart surgery in 1974 and having
gone for another medical in July found that he would have to go thru another
operation. Any thoughts of coming to the picnic were therefore dashed. Mel
wishes to be remembered to everyone and we in turn wish Mel speedy recovery.
TED WADE - Smoky Lake, Alta - Ted spent a considerable part of this year in a
hospital in Edmonton undergoing operations on both knees. After some ten
years of getting around in a wheel chair the possibility of his bein? able
to walk again i s excellent.
"
RAY MADORE - Barrie, Ont - thanks for getting me back on the Association nominal! roll, it's much appreciated. I see that RALPH HAYTER lives only a
few miles from my home. I will try and contact him, we must be the only
49ers in Simcoe County.
WALLY DA VIES - Calgary, Alta - "Thanks for the Fortyniner, I enjoy reading it.
Had a visit from GUS SCHAMEHORN, I hadn't seen him since 1945. He looked
a li.ttle strange without his P.I.A.T. Having had a good talk we both came.
to the same conclusion - "A" Company won the war."
BERT CAMIRE - W I, 4478.39 - Edmonton, Alta - was honored by the Ponoka Legion
for services rendered over goodness knows how many years.
ANDY DAHL - Edmonton, Alta. - now in his 80s, is still'on the "pall. bearer" list
at the Montgomery Legion but io thinking of retiring shortly. It's not too
long until he has attended his 500th funeral, as a pall bearer.
JOE DUSSEAULT - Yell.owkni.fe, NWT - "Enclosed my cheque to cover dues and the
increase in postage now in effect. Thanks to your committee for the work
being done to keep the organization going. My regards to all the members.
FRANK WELLS - 101419, W.AT I, Bashaw, Alta - only recently located since he has
not been a member of our Association, this year received a 50 year pin from
the Bashaw Legion. Frank was a charter member of the Great War Association
which he joined in 191.9 and all told has been a member of the Great War
Association, British Empire Service League and the Royal Canadian Legion.
Frank was another one of those stalwart runners of the 49th in W W I and
is well acquainted with another 49th runner, Reg Watts. Unfortunately Frank
is confined to a bed in the Bashaw General Hospital at the moment but when
visited recently by another 49er of W W II vintage was in good spirits and
pleased to think that he is still remembered@
KEN STEWART - (Mk i) - Edmcnton - after some 34 years with the local- Gas Co.
retired in April of this year (1983). We welcome, him to the club of 65ers^,
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As you will have noted elsewhere in your Fortyniner magazine, my husband
Jim Mullen passed away in December, 1982. Jim had always wished that he would
be able to make a journey back to that portion of Italy which he had previously spent so much time during WW II.
In September, 1982, we came ashore in Italy at Brindisi having crossed by
ferry after a two week visit in Greece. The following day we travelled by train
up the east coast passing through Bari, Barletta, Foggia and Termoli northward
to Ortona. It was nice to see all the well tended vineyards, the area around
Foggia was sodden with rain and the olive trees were standing in a quagmire of
mud@
At San Leonardo we left the train and from there took a taxi the rest of
the way to Ortona. This way Jim would be better able to see some of the land
the Regiment had covered at another time. The cab driver was a silver haired
delight when he discovered that Jim was a "soldate Canadise". He shut off his
taximeter and took us to the Canadian Cemetery on the road to Ortonao The cemetery is beautifully kept and without any trouble we were able to locate many
of the Loyal Eddy markers. We continued on our journey to Ortona and managed
to get a room at a new hotel, less than two years old, on the northeast side
of the city., One of the owners of this establishment had spent some ten years
in Montreal.
For the next two days we walked all around the city. Jim had a 50 lire
note with a September 19, 1943, date on it and I must say it started many a
conversation. Today's equivalent value would have been 50,000 lire.
The town, after some forty years, has been completely restored but if one
looks carefully you can see some of the shell marks on the first and second
stories of the buildings and in many cases a third story has been added since
the war. There is about half a block of buildings near the square by the
Church of StoThomas that are vacant and have been left as they were 40 years
ago as a reminder to the present and future generations of the horrible destruction of war. The time will probably come before long when even these buildings might be once again made habitable.
On the following Monday morning we left Ortona and travelled.via train to
Pescara where we changed trains and travelled on to Rome, Here we made our
headquarters for two weeks with side trips to Pompeii and to Florence.
The motorways which we used were excellent, as were the first class coaches on the trains. Italy appeared prosperous and industrious with little outward signs of the conflict of the 1940s, People were warm and hospitable
wherever we went and Canadians-appear to be one of their favorite visitors.
We enjoyed every bit of Jim's return to Italy and pleased that he was able
to make this trip.
Mrs. M. Mullen

In 1941 cigarettes could be sent to our "boys serving in the Canadian Forces
Overseas" at a cost of $1.00 for 300 or $2.50 for 1000 cigarettes. Or $1.00
would send a pound of pipe or cigarette tobacco.

.Mo^b Rev MICHAEL CORNELIUS Q'NEILL__OBE MM
<^^^^^^"f^^.

^~~'~

Born ln O^'5-"-0 ln 1898, his army career began early
when he enlisted as a signal corpsman with the 27th
He was seriou51y wounded during the war, wa.s awarded the Military Medal for- bravery in the field.

sity organized for Canadian Troops overseas.
Following the war, in 1927, he was ordained to the priesthood, and came. to
Edmonton where he served on the sta.ff of St Joseph's Somin-a.ry as rector and
professor of Sacred Scripture,
In 1939 he proceeded overseas with the Edmonton Regiment as cha.plain and
those who remember him @wl-th us then can recall, that he "joined up" in such a
hurry that there was no army uniform for him and so he proceeded overseas
with us dressed in "civvies", a fact that saw him b@ing stopped many times by
the Military Pol.ice and asked to identify himself.
"Father Mike" soon "moved up the ladder" and before the hostilities were over
became the senior and principal Canadian Roman Ca.tholic chaplain overseas and
was responsible for some 110 chaplains in the Canadian Army'.
Known to us as "F'ather Mike", -he returned to Edmonton in 1946 where he served
as rector of St Joseph's Cathedral, until he was consecrated Archbishop of
Regina in April, 1948. He remained in Regina on his retirement in 1973.
Although he lived in Regina, "Father Mike" was a faithful attendee at most of
our winter reunions in Ed-monton until such a time as he was no longer able to
travel.
He didn't wear our badge - but he went overseas with us.
He lived in the officers' quarters and ate in the
officers' mess - but he was a friend to all ranks.
Though he was B.C., everyone in the Regiment knew and.
respected him as "Father Mike" and the abbreviation
did not betoken any lack of respect for his cloth nor
for the rank he wore on his shoulders.
He looked after the welfare of many of our Regiment
and a.t times assumed the rank o-f "Assistant, Paymaster"
and maintained that repayment was pra.cticaily 1.00^,
A gentle, a good man, a faithful servant.
"Father Mike" possessed that rare genius of being able
to reach out beyond any denominational, bounda.ries to all
his fellow men.
Even though he has now moved out on his final posting,
the Loyal Eddies will not forget him.
How sad it is that not being awa.re of the. passing of "Father Mike1' to our
knowledge no Regimental representative was able to attend the funera.l of this
great Regimental friend.
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King and Queen to Edmonton. The 49th formed a
part of the guard at the time but the Dragoons with their horses stole the show.
Ted transferred to our Battalion at the outbreak of war and proceeded overseas in 1939 with the rank of Captain and in "3" Company. Before long he attained the rank of Major and shortly thereafter became Second-in-Command of
the Regiment. In 1944 while the unit was in Italy he took command of the Battalion but with his legal knowledge and administrative capabilities it made
him invaluable to the Support services of the Canadian Army in Italy and he
was then transferred to the Training Establishment in Avellino.
Following the war he completed his law course and was admitted to the bar
in 1947. He joined the Veterans' Affairs, Legal Department, then served as a
Pensions Officer in Ottawa until his retirement at which time he moved to
Victoria, B.C.
Following his lengthy illness, Ted passed away in Victoria, October 8, 1982.
Pall bearers, all members of our B.C.Association, were Jack Childs, Bob Dudley, George Kitching, Keith MacGregor, Bill Remple and. Jim Stone. Among the
many of his comrades attending the service was His Honour, the Lieutenant Governor of B.C., H. P. Bell-Irving.

IN MEMORY OF
ALL RANKS OF
the
49th Bn
and
THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT
who gave up their lives for
Sovereign and Country in the
cause of freedom and to commemorate the actions fought
by the Regiment.

They shall not grow old,
As we that are left grow old;
Age shall not weary them
Nor the years condemn
At the going down of the sun
And in the morning
We will remember them.

ANDRUL, Anthony - M 16507, at age 82 in Edmonton, Feb 5, 1983
BARKER, John W. - 43202.9, W I, passed away November 9, 1982 at age 100
a resident of White Rock, B.C. and our oldest member!
Enlisted 49th Bn January 4, 1915.
BLACKWOOD, Alexander - M 15865, Sgt, passed, away April 20, 1983, at ag^ 82
in Canmore, Alta. Went over with our Regiment in 1939.
BENNETT, William @ M 16501, June 10, 1983, at Redwater, age 67
BILLINGSLEY, James - 432434, W I, passed away Jan 16, 1983, at Edmonton
at age 95.
BENTLEY, Thomas J. - 100337, W I, passed away June 2, 1983, Maple Ri dp-e
B.C., at age 92.
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CORRIGAN, Robert S. - M 16492 - January 27, 1983, age 73, at dive, Alta.
Proceeded overseas with the Regiment in 1939.
DAY, Frederick G.D. - WW I, MG, Captain - served with the 49th Br and the
PPCLI. A lawyer following WW I, Mr. Day served as
Edmcnton's assistant city solicitor during WW II
Passed, away Nov 28, 1982, age 89, at Edmonton, Alta.
DEIMJTH, Walter - M103664, Cpl, passed away July 4, 1983, age 71, Calgary.
DYKSTRA, Weitse P. - on August 25 1983, at age 81, Viking, Alta. Known to
all as "Dutch", he was Support Company CQM for some
time in Sicily and Italy.
DUNCAN, George Mi-dler - M 1-5991, Cpl - at Bengough, Sask. on Fob 6, 1983
In January '83, mailing in his annual dues, he'wrote-"
"Sorry I could not attend the reunion, still; not nayi
igauing too well. Hope everyone had a good time. Best
wisnes to ail and a very successful 1983"
DONALD, Albert - M 17302, passed away June 6, 1983, age 74, Edmonton, Alta.
DAVIDSON, Robert - M 16496, L/Gpl - passed away Oct 6, 1Q82, at age 70 at
Delburne, Alta.
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DAY, Egerton W. - L/Col, Oct 8, 1.982, age 81, Victoria, B.C. - see story
DYNES, Luke - M 17029 passed away August 8, 1983, at age 64, in Edmonton,
Aita.., Luke was a member of "A" Company.

FERGUSON, John - M 16436, passed away Oct 26, 1982, age 77, Port Alberni.B.G.
GRIFFIN, Leslie V. - K 74267, passed away May 20, 1983, age 60, at Pentict.on,
B.C. Listed as being a member of the L Edmn R
HARRISON, Mossom R. - SM17792, Regular Force, passed away Oct 1:3, 1982, at
age 53, Haliburton, Ont.
HAGGIS, Leslie L, - M 15854, at age 78, July 27, 1982, Edmonton, Alta.

JOHNSTONE, Robert T. - M 16419, passed away November 20, 1982, at age 77, in
Vernon, B.C. Bob was for a considerable time our Transport
Sgt.
JONES, Trevor - M 16.249, June 1.4, 1933, age 70, at Edmonton, Alta.
KENT, Parker - a,t age 75, passed away in October, 1982, at Calgary. "Served
with the Edmonton Regiment as an officer during WW II
for a short time in England before going to a sta.ff
position.." Spent some forty years of his life in the
newspaper business as a reporter, editorial wriber,
most of this time with. the Calgary Herald.
KOSTYSHYN, John - M 16225, passed away October. 5, 1962, at age 63, in Edmonton, Alta. John was a member of "C" Company
HAMILTON, Roy - passed away in February, 1982, Vancouver, B.C, Roy will. be
remembered, among other things, as a first class heavyweJght wrestler and thrilled many of his regimental
comrades with his ring skills. He was also for a time
a part o.f our Regimental Police Force.
LERAY, Marcel - 1051612 and M16736 - passed away Oct 20, 1982, age 84, at
Burnaby, B.C.
LONG, J. A. - B 73606 - November, 1982, at Hines Creek, Alta. Although h? was
from Ontario, he was a long time member of our "D" Coy.
Taking his discharge following hostilities in Ontario, he
used to relate the story of how he came to be living alone
on a small parcel of land "away bick" in the Peace Country,
His story was "that he used to spend considerable time
reading the newspaper while sitting in the 'bitty* and his
good wife used to complain so much that finally one da.y he
decided to get as far away as he could and thus ended up
at Hines Creek where he had a small farm. A good neighbor,
each winter when he received his invitation to our annua.1.
banquet he would write back to let us know he was looking
after his neighbor's cattle while the neighbor was away on
holidays and thus would not be able to come.
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MTDDLETON, Frederick T. - Lieut. passed away September 18, 1982, at age 62
"A confident, beaky, ex-teacher - thick glasses earned^
him the name "Periscope"; unconcerned courage earned him
a title "Fearless Fosdick"; a fabulous plan to capture a
Savio bridge on a night bicycle raid made him "Horatius";
and at the end of the war, as Brigade Educational Officer,
he became the "Professor".
A distinguished educator retiring as a School Superintendent, Freddie passed away in Adelaide, Australia, whilst
arranging for student exchanges." (E.M.K.MacGregor)
MAIR, William George - 101533 W I, at age 90, passed away May 3, 1983, in
Edmonton, Alta. Celebrated his 60th wedding anniversary
on Nov 29, 1982. When submitting his 1983 dues he wrote,
"Find my cheque for my dues. As I'm in my 91st year, if
you don't hear from me, please check."
MARSHALL, Tex William - M 16536 - passed away Aug 21, 1982, age 75, Red Deer.
MONRO, John - 811514 WW I - member of the 49th, 128th and 138th Bus, he passed
away March 27, 1983, age 95, at Edmonton.
MULLEN, James Francis - M 16640 - at age 71, passed away Dec 8, 1982, Edmonton.
The last of four Mullen brothers who had joined us from the
Vermilion area.
MCNAUGHTON, John D. - February 28, 1983, at age 69, Edmonton, Alta. No other
details available.
McGALLUM, Matthew A. - M 58679, Cpl - December 28, 1982, age 70, Surrey, B.C.
McNEELY, Steve B. - M 66390 - passed away Nov 1, 1982, Dawson Creek, B.C.
PARKER, William M. - 432977 WW I - passed away July 26, 1982, age 90, Victoria.
PHILLIPS, Louis - at age 60, passed away March 27, 1983, in Vancouver, B.C.
A member of the Royal Winnipeg Rifles and the Loyal Edmonton Regiment during WW II.
GEORGELIN, John - M 15901 - passed away December 3, 1982, Edmonton
MUGRIDGE, William - M 17487 - passed away June 26, 1983, age 75, Penticton
PULKRABEK, Raymond M. - M l62l6. Mention In Dispatches - passed away at the
age of 72 on April 21, 1983, in St.Paul, Alta. 'Pulky'
was a popular Sgt of the mortars in Support Company, was
wounded in 1944 and returned to Canada and was discharged
in Dec, 1944.
O'NEILL, Michael C. - Archbishop of Regina, see story

SHAW, Kenneth L. - M 31579 - passed away January 3, 1983, age 60, Edmonton
SIMPSON, Walter E. - passed away December 21, 1982, age 67, Calgary.
STEPHENS, William E. - M 17339 - passed away September 28, 1982, age 78, in
Edmonton, Alta.
TELFORD, Edwin H. - 432691 WW I - passed away June 28, 1983, age 90, in
Calgary, Alta. Enlisted 49th Bn, January 11, 1915.
VENNE, Joseph W. - M l6l47 - passed away July 21, 1983, at age 69, in Edmonton.
Joe proceeded overseas with the Regiment in 1939, was a
member of the Transport Platoon.
WHITE, Duncan W. - M 15699 - passed away June 12, 1983, age 67, Edmonton.
WILLIAMS, James A. - M 31821 - passed away June 13, 1983, age 73, Victoria.
MOFFAT, Robert Y. - Lieut & M102319 ~ Lanark & Renfrew Scottish and the
Loyal Edmonton Regt., age 67, June 30, 1983, Seattle.
ARMIT, John - M 17106, at age 72 in Sidney, B.C., April 2, 1983
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Due to the length of the NAME & ADDRESS section (now twelve pages) we have
omitted that portion from this issue of our FORTYNINER. Should anyone require
a name or an address please feel fre'e to obtain it by writing to;
Box 501, Edmonton, Alberta. T5J 2K1
ON THE MOVE: lan Edwards - from Winnipeg and now in Regina
R. M. White - from Bon Accord to Edmonton
Alon Johnson - from Winnipeg to Victoria
Frank Wiesner - now in a Senior Citizens Apartment, Edmonton
Alex Burrows - from Quebec to Ontario
Al Baker - from Elk Point and now in Gibbons
Changing address in the same city; Jack Childs and C.W.Dawes in
Victoria; Tom Gibson in Nanaimo

